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Car accident
claims Murray
woman's life
Staff Report
A 39-year-old Murray woman died after a single-vehicle accident
Wednesday afternoon.
Cynthia M. McElrath was not wearing a seat belt and was partially
ejected from the car, according to a release from Kentucky State
Police.
The report stated that around 5:31 p.m., McElrath was driving a
1998 Honda Accord east on Ky. 1346, approximately two miles east of
Radio Road, when she failed to negotiate a curve and dropped off the
left side of the road. She then struck a driveway, which caused the
vehicle to flip.
An investigation is continuing by Trooper Brian Duvall. He was
assisted at the scene by Trooper Tim Sales. Calloway County FireRescue, Calloway County Sheriff's Department, Murray-Calloway
County EMS and Calloway coroner's office.

Study looks at
local economy

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
UP, UP AND AWAY!: Students at Calloway
County Middle School were treated
Wednesday to special end-of-the-year hot
air balloon rides. The students were selected for a ride by scoring a "er on their open
response questions, which was a part of
preparing them to understand the method
and requirements for answering open
response questions on the CATS tests.
The successful students received a "passport which was their entry for a drawing
with the balloon ride as a prize. Twenty-five
students from each of grade 6, 7, and 8
were selected to ride in the tethered balloon. Ace High Ballooning traveled from
Franklin, Tenn., to Murray in preparation for
the flight. CCMS students, at right, enjoying a ride are Danielle Crouch, Amy
McDougal, Kristen Clayton, Darien
Maness and Jennifer Edwards.

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Results of new Murray State
University research may help
guide Murray-Calloway County
Economic
Development
Corporation officials and others
in recruiting new industrial and
retail development strengthening
the county's economic base and
paving the way for future growth
and more good jobs.
Dave Shideler, an assistant
professor of economics at MSU
who also is director of the Bureau
of Business and Economic
Research regional center in
Murray, has recently completed a
study of the impact indusirial,
retail, public administration and

other sectors of the local economy have on the Murray-Calloway
County community.
Not surprisingly, Shideler said
he found the impact of local
industry far outstrips the impact
of all other sectors of the economy in impact and income because
industry buys services from other
local and regional sources to conduct business and employees
spend their hard-earned money at
other businesses.
Shideler said the study can
help identify what industrialrelated businesses would be necessary to boost the growth and
recruitment of new development

See Page 2A

H.S. graduations are Friday night
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
The 2007-2008 school
year is drawing to a close
and local school officials
have been busy preparing
for
end-of
the-year
Commencement events.
Calloway County High
School's Commencement
will be held Fnday at 6:30
p.m. at Murray State
University-s
Regional
Special Events Center.
Murray High School's
Commencement will be
held Friday at 7 p.m. at

Murray State University's Gary Mullins, A Welcome
Lovett
Auditorium. will follow by Patricia
Eastwood
Christian White, class president and
Academy's
Commence- "Moments of Reflection"
ment will be held Friday at by Danielle Pntchett, class
7 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist secretary,
and
Allie
Church.
Thompson, class reporter.
Calloway County
Rachel Talent, class
High School
vice-president, will introAccording to David duce the salutatorians.
Dowdy, public relations
Salutatory addresses will
coordinator
for
the be presented by Allyson
Calloway County Schools, Miller, Valerie Crowder and
the CCHS Commencement Tatum Dale. Other salutatowill feature the processional rians
include
Patricia
"Pomp and Circumstance White.
performed by the Laker
Allyson Miller, class
Band under the direction of treasurer, will introduce the

valeslictonans.
Valedictory addresses
will be presented by Rachel
Adams. Courtney Renee
Elder,
Ryan
Anthony
Ferguson, Ellie Shea Fisher,
Elizabeth Grace Hillman,
Kristen Renee Mukulcik,
Danielle Pritchett, Meagan
Brook Starks, Monica Kay
Thurmond, Jessica Torsak
and Kelsey Nicole Watson.
Other
valedictorians
include Jariene W. Johnston,
Alicia Jo Ann Naulty, Teala

18 See Page 2A

Workshop addresses seniors, scams
Staff Report
Senior citizens are among the primary targets of scammers trying to
separate them from their money and
several state government and private
agencies are offering a free workshop
in Murray to help seniors avoid getting
ripped off.
Senior Scam Jam, a free work shop
provided by the Environmental and
Public Protection Cabinet at Murray
State University's Curtis Center, will
take place from 9 a.m.-2 p.m., on
Wednesday, May 28.
According to a new release from
EPPC officials, those who participate
will learn how to protect themselves
from investment, home improvement
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and mail fraud, as well as predatory
lending practices and the constant
threat of identity theft.
According to research by co-sponsor, the American Association of
Retired Persons (AARP), baby
boomers and older investors arc the
targets of criminal practices. Senior
Scam Jam is intended to raise awareness of the problem and alert seniors to
the tactics con artists use to steal
money so you can protect yourself.
Participants will receive free handouts providing information on avoiding scams to take home. Lunch will
also be provided free of charge. Door
prizes will be available to those that
register by calliag 1-877-926-8300.

Pre-registration is required for attendance.
Registration confirmation and signup for door prizes will take place from
9-9:30 a.m. with a program introduction to follow. Morning snacks will be
provided.
Three workshops will take place
from 10-10:45 a.m., and address mail
fraud, home improvement fraud and
predatory lending. The same three
workshops will also take place
between 11 and 11:45 a.m, for those
who cannot attend the earlier session
or want to attend a different session.
Lunch will he served from noon

18 See Page 2A
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PAVING THE WAY: Guy Mitchell of Mitchell Bros. Paving does some finishing work on paving the drive and other areas around Fred's and the Bel-Air
c.;nopping Center Wednesday afternoon

May we continue
to prayfor the
438th Military
Police Company
and theirfamilies
during their
time ofservice.
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•H.S. graduations ...
From Front
Danielle Penick, Rachel Talent
and Brittany Michelle Trites.
Yvette Pyle, CCHS principal,
and Steve Hoskins, superintendent. will present diplomas, following a performance of
"Fantasy of Flight- by the Laker
Band and a performance of
"Alma Mater- by the combined
choirs of CCHS, under the
direction of Mark Dycus, and
by
performed
"FriendsMichael Smith.
Murray High
School
According to Sherry, Purdom,
public information officer for
the Murray Independent School
the
M HS
District,
Commencement will feature a
processional performed by the
Murray High School Band. An
invocation will follow by Chess
Volp and a Welcome by Teresa
Speed, principal.
A poem read by Leslianne
Gilson will precede an introduction of the salutatorians Haley
Haverstock and Logan Pierce
and a Salutatorian address by
Caitlin Williams.
A Scholarship Program will

Townerier
NOTICE
II Calloway County Fiscal
Court is scheduled to meet at
5 p.m. today in the district
courtroom at the Calloway
County Judicial Center on
North Fourth Street. On the
agenda for the meeting is a
progress update on new
Calloway County Health
Center, a public hearing on
county road aid, public hearings concerning the closure
of Stubblefield Circle and
Hummingbird Lane, a hearing of 2008-09 budget
requests from various county-supported agencies and a
discussion of the county's
draft budget, personnel and
board appointments, a statement of affiliation for the
DES Rescue Squacl and
consideration for evacuation
planning, religious and procedure policy for Calloway
County Jail.
II The Murray city finance
committee will meet at 5:30
p.m. Thursday evening in the
council chambers at City Hall
to discuss renewing the
lease for the former MMU
building. The Murray city
transportation committee will
meet at 5:45 p.m. Thursday
in the council chambers to
hear from Marilyn Arcaroli
who will address the committee regarding a stoplight at
Utterback Road and 641
North. The committee will
also hear from street Supt.
Ron Allbritten who will give
the committee information
regarding hanging street
signs. The Murray city council will meet at 6:30 p.m. in
the council chambers at 6:30
p.m. Thursday. Items on the
agenda include the Mayor's
budget address and a public
hearing for oral or written
comments regarding the proposed budget.
• The Calloway County
Board of Education will meet
in special session on tonight
(Thursday) at 6 at the board
office on College Farm
Road. Included on the agenda are approval of Consent
Agenda Items and six executive sessions for student discipline.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

be presented by Teresa Speed,
principal, and another poem by
Bradley Cobb will precede the
introduction of the valedictorians Laken Peal and Colin Capps
and a Valedictorian address by
Callie Wilson.
Bob Rogers, superintendent
of Murray City Schools will
present
Commonwealth
Diplomas
and
Advanced
Diplomas. Teresa Speed, principal, will present diplomas prior
to a Declaration of Graduates by
Richard Crouch, chairman of
the Murray Board of Education.
Chess Volp will offer the
Benediction followed by a closing recessional by the Murray
High Band.
Keaton Tate, Roman Kelly,
Adam Peebles and Alex Adams
will serves as ushers.
Eastwood Christian
Academy
According to Libby Conley,
principal at Eastward Christian
the
ECA
Academy,
Commencement will feature an
invocation by Pastor Andy
Harrell, followed by his special
remarks for the graduating seniors.
A video presentation of the
graduates will also be shown.
Conley and Harrell, will
present diplomas, and Harrell
will offer a benediction.
A reception will follow in the
Activity Complex.
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TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
COMING TOGETHER: Workmen put the finishing touches on construction of the new Farmers Market Murray Calloway
County pavilion Wednesday afternoon at the county fairgrounds. The 100 foot-by-50 foot structure is expected to be cornpleted Friday. Opening day for the market is expected soon.

•Seniors, scams ...
From Front
until I p.m. along with a workshop on investment fraud. A presentation concerning identity theft will take place from 1:15 -2 p.m.
Door prizes will be awarded afterward.
Senior Scam Jam is sponsored by the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, the AARP Foundation, Investor Protection Trust, Murray
Police Department, Better Business Bureau, the United States
Postal Inspection Office. Kentucky Office of Financial Institutions,
the AARP Kentucky Campaign for Wise and Safe Investing and the
Kentucky Attorney Generals Office.
In the meantime, seniors are urged to contact the state Office of
Financial Institutions before investing money in any venture. The
OFT can be contacted by calling 1-800-223-2579. The office can
alert investors to legal and fraudulent investment opportunities and
check to see if the seller is licensed. The OFI is an agency of the
Environmental and Public Protection Cabinet.
For more information, go online at www.kfi.ky.gov/consumerinfonnation/cwsi.htm

Singer's daughter killed by SUV
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP)—
The 5-year-old daughter of
Christian
Grammy-winning
music star Steven Curtis
Chapman was struck and killed
Wednesday by a sport utility
vehicle driven by her brother,
authorities said.
The girl, Maria Sue, was hit
in the driveway of the family's
home Wednesday afternoon by
a Toyota Land Cruiser driven by
her teenage brother, said Laura
McPherson, a spokeswoman for
the Tennessee Highway Patrol.
The brother, whose name and
exact age weren't available,
apparently did not see the girl.
McPherson said. No charges are

expected.
looks
"It
like a tragic
accident," she
said.
Several
family members witnessed
the accident,
hapwhich
Chapman
in
pealed
W'illiarnson County just south of
Nashville. The girl died later at
Vanderbilt University Medical
Center in Nashville, hospital
spokeswoman Laurie Holloway
said.
In a statement, Velvet Kelm,
a publicist for Chapman, said

Maria was the Chapmans'
youngest daughter.
Chapman, who is originally
from Paducah. Ky.. and his wife
have promoted international
adoption and have three daughters from China, including
Maria. They also have three biological children.
The singer's Web site says
the couple was persuaded by
their oldest daughter to adopt a
girl from China. The experience
led the family to adopt two more
and
create
children
Shaohannah's Hope, a foundation and ministry to financially
assist thousands of couples in
adoption.

II Local economy ...
ing and potential industry would
be important in the health of the
which would then aid in growth economy while acting as so
in all other sectors of the local important base for encouraging
other industrial development in
economy.
"We can certainly use these the future.
Manufacturing represents
numbers to help us attract funding for specific projects, but pri- I 3.LS percent of employment in
marily we can use these num- Murray-Calloway County. but
bers to inform (EDC President) provides 20 percent of all direct
Mark (Manning) and the income, according to the study.
County However the secondary impact
Murray-Calloway
Development of manufacturing includes proEconomic
Corporation and the (Murray- viding almost 5,000 additional
Calloway County) Chamber (of jobs created by the industrial
Commerce) to figure out where payroll.
"What that is saying is that
maybe there are some holes that
need to be filled in the Murray because of manufacturing there
are an additional 4,700 jobs in
economy," he said.
Shideler said industrial Calloway County, primarily in
plants such as Webasto, Briggs the retail services sector,
& Stratton, Kenlake Foods, because of our industry."
Pella and others are the second Shideler said. "People at Pella,
largest employer in the county Briggs & Stratton, Webasto and
generating more than $127 mil- other industries stop at Wallion in primary and secondary Mart, they grocery shop, they
income annually. Local industry shop at Pennys, they go to
employs 2.792 persons com- Goody's or what have you."
The development of business
bined with about 75 percent of
that provide support services to
all employees hired locally.
He said supporting business- industry is important because
es that provide services to exist- they give new industry impetus

From Front

Murray First Christian Church
Disciples of Christ
congratulates the following graduates!
High School:
Kelly Morgan Dibble - Murray High School
Catherine Renee Crass - Murray High School Honor Graduate
Clinton Cole Miller - Murray High School
College:
Haley Elizabeth Hart - Bachelor of Arts
Transylvania University - Lexington, KY
Graduate:
Rose Ann Radford Ross
Murray State University - Master of Business Administration
Mitchell Troy Ryan
Northern Kentucky University - Salmon P. Chase College of Law
Post Graduate:
Keisa Leigh Bennett, M.D.
Completion of medical residency program
Lawrence General Hospital. Lawrence, MA
III North 5th Street•(270)753-3824• www.fecmurray.rom

quality base in the manufactur- health care as a private, nonprofit organization.
ing that we have."
The county's third largest
According to the study, city,
county and state government is employer is retail trade, which
the county's largest employer, directly employs 2.554 persons,
providing jobs for 5.295 per- representing about 10 percent of
sons. Those jobs include public direct employment."Retail does
school teachers, Murray State not necessarily have a great
University administration, fac- spin-off effect in terms of addiulty and staff, state, city and tional jobs and income from
related activities, but clearly is
county government employees.
Manning said government important to the overall quality
jobs work well for the local of life." Shideler said.
Rounding out the top 10
economy during economic
downturns because it keeps leading employers in Murraymoney from outside the area Calloway County are hotel,
flowing in serving as a hedge motel and food services (1,635):
transportation and warehousing
against economic deterioration.
Public administration and (1,501); various other services
government-suppor.ed (1,382); construction (1,258):
local
positions, along with employees agriculture, forestry, fishing and
at Murray-Calloway County hunting (1,244): health care and
Hospital, provide about 25 per- social assistance (1,(44): and
cent of all jobs in the county and wholesale trade (561).
28.3 percent of all direct
"Transportation and wareincome.
housing is quite strong in our
"The fact that the percentage county with a very high spin-off
of income is higher than the per- impact,- Shideler said. 'To at
centage of employment says least sonic degree, this sector
that these are good jobs that and manufacturing can almost
contribute a disproportionate be combined."
share of income to the econoThe EDC is now developing
my," Shideler said.
a 137-acre lot on U.S.641 North
Although MCCH is city- for continued industrial growth.
county owned, doctors, nurses A contractor has already begun
and support staff are not consid- cutting timber on the property in
ered public employees and fall preparation for the next step
under a separate category of which will include major dirt
work. utility extensions and
construction of a main entrance
and signage; work Manning
hopes to have completed by fall.
However, should difficulties
arise, completion of the work
will be targeted for next spring
when the site can be aggressively marketed to industrial
prospects.
A preliminary design for the
complex includes seven lots
ranging in size from about 12 to
23 acres. However the exact layout of the park will be determined by industries that locate
on-site.
Kitchen features custom maple cabinets. granite counter tops. and
Manning said he expected
Travertine stone flooring All 3 full baths have been updated as well. Master
the park will begin to fill once
and 2 more bedrooms downstairs. Two HUGE bedrooms upstairs. Wood
the work is completed.
floors. 9'ceilings. interior wood shutters and solid wood doors throughout.
"I believe there will be those
Flagstone patiofwalk. extensive landscaping and expansive yard! Get more
that will be interested in this
info, including a Virtual Tour at www.murraykyrealestate.com! Owner/
area. We've been fortunate and
pperud Realty! 5309.000
Agent. Shown exclusively by the agents at K,
we're doing OK," he said. "We
wouldn't he building an indusKimberly Casebeer
tnal park if we weren't doing
753-1222
OK.293-1468

to locate in the area, resulting in
even more development and
income in all sectors of the
economy.
Manning, who assisted
Shideler with the study, says it
will provide information aiding
the recruitment of new industry
and retail businesses by spotting
holes in the community's economic base which will help
guide the recruitment of support
businesses that might make a
good fit in Murray's overall
economy.
"The first thing I want to do
is to look at it and ask how balanced are we and how diversified are we." Manning said
"There could be some additional opportunity in retail and service, but I think the fact of the
matter is we're fairly well balanced and I think it tells us what
most people instinctively know
... that there are several economic engines that keep the community moving forward."
However Manning said the
study has confirmed that every
effort must be made to bring
more industry to the area.
"Manufacturing provides only
13.25 percent of the direct jobs
but provides 20 percent of the
income," he said. "That is
telling you that those are good
obs and that we've got a strong

1203 Dogwood Drive East
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Maj. Jeff Liles and Capt. Jim Potts stand beside a banner displayed at the Murray Police
Department recognizing the nationai Click It or Ticket Campaign. Citizens of Murray are urged
to fasten their seat belts to promote safety while driving

MPD part of 'Click It or Ticket'

'/Ledger & Times
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motorists.
Staff Report
Murray
Police
The
Murray Police Department is
joining hundreds of other law Department is urging everyone
enforcement agencies across the in Murray to be safe and buckle
country in renewing a pledge to up day and night.
save lives by intensifying
efforts to enforce seat belt laws
Fje1/11/11)
-- among all motorists and
around the clock -- during the
2008 Click It or Ticket mobilization, which runs through
June I.
In 2006, according to the
National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration, 15016
passenger vehicle occupants
were killed between the nighttime hours of 6 p.m. and 5:59
a.m. Nearly two-thirds of those
killed at night were not wearing
seat belts — compared to 46
percent of the passenger vehicle
occupants killed during daytime
hours.
nighttime
with
Along
motorists, men are among those
less likely to buckle up. In 2006,
73 percent of male passenger
vehicle occupants between the
ages of 18 and 34 who were
killed in crashes were not wearing seat belts.
Increased law enforcement
activities, including seat belt
checkpoints, will be conducted
nationwide during the 2008
Click It or Ticket mobilization.
Paid national advertising, as
well as state advertising, will
support the mobilization by promoting the life-saving benefits
of regular seat belt use, especially nighttime belt use, to all

TOM BERRY..Ledges & Times.

To learn niore about the
Click It or Ticket campaign and
the lifesaving benefits of wearing a seat belt, please visit
www.nhtsa.gov.

Fu

MULE RIDE: Southwest Calloway Elementary students Jarrett, Laken, Kayli and Jace Kelso,
get an assist from a teacher for a ride home from school Wednesday afternoon in a wagon
pulled by "Bell" and "Queen," two mules belonging to their gre.:ndparents. Johnny and Sharon
Kelso. The ride was a surprise for the youngsters who were not expecting the mules
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Investigation
finds WA
vulnerable to
cyber attack
KNOXVILLE. Tenn. (API
-- Congressional investigators
say the Tennessee Valley
Authonty is vulnerable to cyber
attacks that could interrupt its
vast power production and transmission system, though the federal utility insists it has fixed the
problems.
Government
The
Accountability Office reported
Wednesday that the nation's
largest public utility must secure
its computer control systems or
risk cyber incidents that could
affect its operations and 8.7 million consumers.
The report was prepared for a
House Homeland Security subcommittee on emerging threats
and cyber secunty. The panel
worries hackers will toy with the
nation's power gnd.
"If (computer) control systems are not adequately
secured," the report said, "their
system vulnerabilities could be
exploited, and our critical infrastructures could be disrupted or
disabled, possibly resulting in
loss of life, physical damage or
economic losses."
That hasn't happened in the
United States. But senior CIA
analyst Tom Donahue told utility engineers at a trade conference in January that hackers in
several incidents broke into
electrical utilities overseas and
demanded extortion payments
before disrupting power — in
one case tuming off the lights
across multiple cities.
Knoxville-based TVA generates electricity at 54 hydroelectric, fossil and nuclear power
units and distributes it through a
17,000-mile transmission system, one of the largest in the
country. Its 80.000-square-mile
region covers most of Tennessee
Alabama,
of
parts
and
Mississippi, Kentucky, Georgia,
North Carolina and Virginia.
Computer networks are cntical to making it run.
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Outreach Tolerance
By ANNE GEARAN
AP Diplomatic Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Bush administration, with
waning influence and regional allies pursuing their own
agendas, has little choice but to swallow Lebanese and
Israeli talks with U.S. adversaries Hezbollah and Syria.
Washington appeared resigned to twin developments
Wednesday that represent a setback and a distraction from
President Bush's policy aims in the Middle East. It's not
clear how either development will shake out, meaning the
next American president inherits the muddle.
A deal to end a deadly political impasse in Lebanon and
an announced resumption of peace contacts between Israel
and Syria both lend political legitimacy to organizations and
governments the U.S. shuns or distrusts.
Neither Hezbollah militants nor the dynastic government in
Syria is going anywhere, however, and the developments
Wednesday are an implicit reckoning by everyone, including
the United States, that they cannot be ignored.
"What has happened is the United States has taken a
hard-line position on all these situations but without being
able to deliver," said Marina Ottaway, director of the
Mideast program at the Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace.
The United States considers Hezbollah a terronst group
and refuses any direct dealings. The Bush administration has
ostracized Syria for its alleged help to terrorists and for its
blind eye to the flow of anti-U.S, fighters into Iraq.
More generally, the Bush administration sees Hezbollah
and its backers, including Syria. as "extremists" and "rejectionists" that block democratic change in the region and seed
Islamic radicalism.
The United States would not have chosen either the terms
of the Lebanon deal, which increases the power of Hezbollah
militants, or the timing of the Israeli outreach to Syria. The
Bush administration worries that new talks would drain energy from separate U.S.-backed talks between Israel and the
Palestinians.
Both developments were driven by the political imperatives of others, including close U.S. ally Israel, leaving the
United States to insist that neither its objectives nor its
engagement are in retreat.
Arab states, including newcomers to peacemaking, banged
heads to reach Wednesday's Lebanon breakthrough. The United States was on the phone, trying to make sure the deal
didn't cross what Washington considered red lines of concession to Hezbollah, but was not in the room.
Turkey is acting as a go-between for Israel and Syria.
Turkey and Israel, but not estranged Syria, have been keeping the U.S. infonned of back-channel talks.
U.S. spokesmen were matter of fact in acknowledging that
Washington was not calling the shots.
"It's not for us to decide how Lebanon does this, how
Lebanon's political leadership addresses it," Assistant Secretary of State David Welch said of the Arab-brokered deal to
end street fighting and break 18 months of deadlock between
the Hezbollah-led opposition and the U.S.-backed government
in Beirut.
As to Israel and Syria, State Department spokesman Sean
McCormack said the United States won't stand in the way
of talks, but he promised little in the way of U.S. support.
The Lebanon deal gives a political veto to Iranian- and
Syrian-backed Hezbollah and its. allies Iran and Syria praised
the arrangement, placing Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice
in unusual company when she issued her own tempered
statement backing the outline of the deal.
Welch said the deal is not perfect, but the alternative is
worse. The opposition may be a "blocking minority," he
said, but the democratic government survive7, and the shooting has stopped.
The Bush administration played down the consolidation of
power by Hezbollah, focusing instead on the militants potential weakness from a backlash of Lebanese anger over street
battles that Hezbollah and its allies provoked this month.
Pro-government politician Saad Hariri seemed to acknowledge his side had largely given in following the violence
that killed more than 60 people.
"I know that the wounds are deep and my injury is deep,
but we only have each other to build Lebanon," he said.
Israel and Syria are bitter enemies with a failed history of
peace efforts. The nations have fought three wars, their
forces have clashed in Lebanon, and more recently. Syria has
given support to Hezbollah guerrillas in Lebanon and Palestinian militant groups in the Gaza Strip. Palestinian militant
groups Hamas and Islamic Jihad both maintain headquarters
in Damascus.
Syria wants a full Israeli withdrawal from the Golan
Heights, a strategic plateau captured by Israel in the 1967
Middle East War and later annexed. The last round of peace
talks collapsed in 20(X) over the last fiaction of an Israeli
withdrawal. .
The longtime adversaries each have something to gain
now. Israel wants to reduce Syrian support for anti-Israel
militants in Gaza and Lebanon, while Syria is eager to
improve ties with the U.S.
Anne Gearan covers diplomacy and foreign affairs for The
Associated Press.
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Time for Legacies
WASHINGTON (AP)
The Democratic presidential
ace is all but over.
PICKI.,ER & BETH FOUHY
By Ni
Barring a cataclysmic
change of events, Barack
ate is not always present in
Obama can't just discount
Obama will win enough
politics," he added. "It
those voters as he moves on
pledged and superdelegates to
means you show respect,
to the general election.
win the party's nomination.
keep your distance, and
Kentucky Democratic
The only real issue is
understand what people are
Party Chairwoman Jennifer
whether he and rival Hillary
going through."
Moore, one of roughly 200
Rodham Clinton leave the
Still, neither candidate has
superdelegates yet to be
race with their futures —
moved flawlessly toward recclaimed by either candidate,
and their party — intact.
said the Clintons will always onciliation.
For Mama, that means
have a loyal following in
Even after it was clear
winning with class so he
her state because voters there Obams, was on a path to the
endears himself to Clinton's
economic good
the
remember
nomination, Clinton hasn't
supporters — letting her
times of the 1990s.
been able to resist the occaleave the race on her own
sional jab such as criticizing
"Clinton supporters need
terms, without gloating or
his health care plan. And in
to get to know Barack
appearing to push her out
a newspaper interview fol()barna, get to understand
with any disrespect. And
lowing her West Virginia win
Clinton has to be careful not that he stanch for many of
last week, Clinton noted she
the same principles as Senato damage Obama and make
was beating Obama among
tor Clinton," Moore said.
her legacy a weakened
"working, hardworking AmerObama offered his own
Democratic nominee in the
icans, white Americans" — a
olive branch Tuesday night,
fall.
characterization that drew
praising Clinton for her pioNo matter what the New
widespread criticism. Clinton
York senator and former first neering candidacy and
later said she regretted the
acknowledging the millions
lady wants to do next —
comment.
who have voted for her.
angle to be Obama's running
For his part, Obama has
"No matter how this primate, make another presidentaken the risk of appearing
mary ends, Senator Clinton
tial run or ascend one day
to trivialize some of the
has shattered myths and broto Senate Democratic leader,
final primaries, choosing to
ken barriers and changed the
it's in her interest to leave
America in which my daugh- shadowbox with Republican
the 2008 race in a position
John McCain in general electers and your daughters will
of strength. She's doing a
tion swing states rather than
come of age, and for that
bang-up job of that.
focus solely on the remainEven as Obama is steadily we are grateful to her," the
ing Democratic contests. He's
Illinois senator said. "Some
climbing toward the 2,026
already making plans to take
may see the millions upon
delegates he needs to secure
over the Democratic National
millions of votes cast for
the nomination — he was
Committee.
each of us as evidence that
fewer than 60 away after
'They want to claim vicTuesday night's split decision our party is divided, but I
see it as proof that we have
tory' and push Hillary aside
in Kentucky and Oregon —
never been more energized
— thin is what Bush did to
Clinton has defeated him in
and united in our desire to
Gore in 2000, and we aren't
five of the last seven pritake this country in a new
going to put up with it,"
maries, including big states
direction."
said Susie Buell, a top Clinsuch as Ohio and Pennsylvaton fundraiser based in San
Steve Grossman, a former
nia.
Francisco. "It's wrong and
DNC chairman arid Clinton
Her decisive victories in
corrupt."
fundraiser, said Obama is
Kentucky and West Virginia
"wisely being patient," not
Buell helped launch a
showed she has a durable
pushy, about pursuing Clinton new organization, www.wombase of support, particularly
backers
encountpac.com, dedicated to
among white, working-class
giving Clinton's female sup"The art of the approprivoters and older women.

POLITICS TODAY

porters an avenue to speak
out. The group placed full
page ads in The New York
Times and USA Today proclaiming, "Not so fast:
Hillary's voice is our voice,
and she is speaking for all
of us."
Clinton's advisers are
keenly aware that the calls
for her to drop from the
race are likely to intensify
during the 10-day hiatus
between Tuesday's primaries
and the next contest in Puerto Rico an June I. But they
say there is virtually no
chance the former first lady
will do so.
They say that she is firmly committed to staying in
the race through the South
Dakota and Montana primaries June 3 and the meeting
of the DNC Rules and
Bylaws Committee May 31,
where the situation involving
disputed primaries in Michigan and Florida may be
resolved.
Clinton expects to do well
in Puerto Rico on June I
and her advisers say she will
compete actively in South
Dakota and Montana even
though the three contests will
yield just 86 delegates total.
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Nedra Pickier and Beth
Fouhv cover presidential politics for The Associated
Press. Fouhy reported from
New York
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But the numbers aren't as
important as the signal each
primary will send to her
supporters: She's a fighter,
not a quitter, and she's got a
future. Even after this race
is over.
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Obituaries
Dr. James Courtney
Dr James Courtney. 57, Wildwood Drive, Murray, died
a' Wednesday May 21, 2008, at 8:15 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. J.H. Churchill Funeral Horne is in charge of
artangemerio

BM L. Wilkinson
Billie L Wilkinson, 82, Valentine Road, New Concord. died
Wednesday. May 21, 2008, at 3:40 p.m. at Spring Creek Health
Care. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Cynthia McEirath
Cynthia McElrath, 39, Murray, died Wednesday, May 21, 2008,
at 615 p.m. Her death was from injuries sustained in an automobile
accident. Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of
arrangements. Online condolences may be made at
www.imesmillercom.

Charles Kermit Jeffrey
Charles Kermit Jeffrey, 81. Paducah, formerly of the Palestine
community of Calloway County, died Wednesday, May 21, 2008, at
4:15 a.m. at West Kentucky Veterans Center, Hansen.
Collier Funeral Home of Benton is in charge of arrangements.

Tekno A.(Popp Galindez, M.D.

S

Telino A. (Popi) Galindez, M.D., 84, Olive Branch. Miss., formerly of Murray. Ky., arid Germantown, Tenn., died Wednesday,
May 21. 2008, at his home.
He was e professor of Thoracic and Cardiovascular Surgery at
the University of Tennessee. Memphis, and practiced in Memphis
for over 30 years. He was bom April 24, 1924. in Cordoba,
Argentina.
Survivors include his wife. Georgeanne Galindez, to whom he
had been married for 52 years; five children, Telmo A. Galindez and
wife. Nancy. and Maria V. Johnston and husband. Jeff, all of
Collierville, Tenn Jorge A. Galindez. Chattanooga, Tenn., Carlos
. Galindez and wife, Patti, Germantown, Tenn., and Georgie
Thompson and husband, Mark, Morristown, Tenn.; one sister,
Amalie Garcia, Cordoba, Argentina; 18 grandchildren.
A private family service will be held at a later date. Expressions
of sympathy may be made to St. Jude Children's Research Hospital,
Memphis, TN. Canale Funeral Directors of Memphis are in charge
of arrangements.
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The funeral for Mrs. Linda Sue Thornton will be Friday at 10
a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr Ron Hamm
and Rev. Charles Westfall will officiate. Burial will follow in the
Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be at tha funeral home
from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Thursday).
Mrs. Thornton, 68, Murray, died Tuesday. May 20, 2008, at
12:16 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray.
A member of North Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian
Church. she had served along side of her late husband. Rev. Joe Pat
Thornton, in his ministries. Also preceding her in death were her
parents, A.J. Marshall and Lucille Jones Marshall, son-in-law,
Eugene Hester, and one brother, Bobby Gene Marshall. She was
born Dec. 25, 1939 in Calloway County.
Survivors include two daughters, Cindy Hester and Regina
Patterson. both of Murray, one son, Tommy Thornton. Lavergne,
Tenn.; one sister, Shelties Sinelair and husband. Greg. South Fulton,
• Tenn.; one brothen, Jackie Marshall, Murray; two nephews, Ryan
• Sinclair and wife, Kelly:Murfreesboro. Tenn., and David Sinclair,
Lexington; seven grandchildren, Keila McKnight and husband,
Adam, Richmond, Texas, Stephen Hester and wife, Laura. Murray,
Stephanie Mathis, currently serving overseas, Dale Powell and
wife, Kelly, Lavergene, Tenn., Michael Powell. Hardin, and Jessie
and Will Blankenship, Mt. Juliet, Tenn.; nine great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Louise Cowin
A graveside service for Mrs. Louise Geurin was today
(Thursday) at 11 a.m. at the Barnett Cemetery. Bro. Jamie Hughes
officiated. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements. Mrs. Geurin, 93, Murray, died Tuesday. May 20, 2008, at
9:50 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray.
Preceding her in death were her husband. Luther Geurin, one sister, Nodic Geurin, one brother, Hester Cunningham; three brothersin-law, Troy, Bennie and Otis Geurin, and sister-in-law, Lona Mae
Geurin Born Jan. 6, 1915, in Hazel, she was the daughter of the late
Wilbum Cunningham and Anna Erwin Cunningham. She was a
homemaker. Survivors include one brother, Hubert Cunningham,
Mayfield; brother-in-law. James Geurin and wife. Lorene, and sister-in-law. Mildred Geurin. all of Murray; several nieces and
nephews.

Mrs. Clara Jeanette Free
The funeral for Mrs. Clara Jeanette Free will be today
(Thursday) at 3 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton.
Rev. Tim Cole will officiate. Burial will follow in the Mt. Carmel
Cemetery, Kiiitsey.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mrs. Free, 85, Benton. died Tuesday. May 20,
2008, at her home.
Her husband, James T. Free, and seven brothers
all preceded her in death. A homemaker, she was
the daughter of the late Irvin White and Willie Ann
White.
Survivors include one daughter, Edith Ann
Hamann. Huntsville, Ala.; three sons, David Free.
Benton. and Dale Free and Danny Fret, both of
Louisville; five sisters, Geneva Farror and Virginia
Frau
Bell, both of McMinnville, Tenn., and Edna
Williams. Maaalene Grizzle and Johnie Bell Bouldin, all of
Campaign. Tenn.; seven grandchildren; five great-grandchildren:
: one great-great-grandchild.

Studies show that reading
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.
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Paid Obituary
Mrs. Lucille Griffin
The funeral tor Mrs. Lucille Gnffin will be Friday at 2 p.m in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Rev. Kerry
Liunben and Rev. John Sheppard will officiate. Music will be by the
Gospel Echoes and Aleshia Banks.
Cliff Pittman, Devtn Banks,
Pallbearers will be Scottie
Daniel Spiceland. Brooks Underwood and Greg Ramsey Burial
will follow in the Brooks C'hapel Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Thursday). Online condolences may be made to www.yorkfuneralhome.com
Mrs. Griffin, 81, Murray, died Monday, May 19, 2008. at 5:20
p.m. at her home.
She was a member of Dexter Baptist Church. Her husband.
Noble Ray Gnffin, died May 15. 2001. Born May 24, 1926, in Trigg
County. she was the daughter of the late Porter Mason King and Lee
Otis Sanders King.
Survivors include two sons, Ray (Cooder) Griffin and friend,
Betty Stephenson, and Jody Griffin and wife. Debbie, two daughters. Barbara Coleman and husband. Wildie, and Brenda Griffin and
friend, Glen Windsor, all of Murray; two sisters. Mary Jones. Cadiz,
and Rebecca Fowler, Fredonia; seven grandchildren, Ginger
Pittman and husband, Cliff, Aleshia Banks and husband, Devin,
Monica Spiceland and husband, Daniel, Mandy Underwood and
husband, Brooks, Kellie Ramsey and husband, Greg, Kimberly
Gnffin and Scottie Coleman; seven great-grandchildren. Tyler and
Abby Pittman. Ezra Banks, Brooklyn and Kamden Underwood. and
Neil and Logan Ramsey.

Top generals defend
pause in troop reductions
WASHINGTON (AP) -The U.S. must be careful not to
withdraw forces from Iraq too
quickly because security gains
could be lost, warn the nation's
top two war generals.
The position of Gen. David
Petraeus, nominated to assume
control of U.S. forces in the
Middle East. and It. Gen.
Raymond Odiemo, picked to
replace Petraeus as the top commander in Iraq, all but guarantees that some 140,000 troops
will be committed in Iraq for
the remainder of the year.
if
nominations,
The
approved by the Senate as
expected, would keep the
administration on its present
course in Iraq and hand the next
administration a pair of combat-tested commanders who
have relentlessly defended
President Bnsh's decision last
year to build up troop levels
rather than wind down the war.
"There is no simple metric
or calculation that can give us a
green or red light on further
reductions," wrote Odiemo in a
lengthy question-and-answer
document submitted to the
panel in advance of a hearing
scheduled Thursday before the
Senate.
Various factors will be considered, but "I will rely most
heavily on my subordinate
commanders' recommendations
and my own independent judgment,- he added.
The two Army generals were
set to testify before the Senate
Armed Services Committee,
giving Democrats a chance to
sharply question them on when
more troops might come home
and whether the U.S. war effort
in Iraq has aggravated the violence there.
Last year, both generals
were integral in crafting and
implementing Bush's new military strategy in Iraq, which
included the deployment of

30,000 additional troops.
Petraeus has recommended,
and Bush has agreed, to withdraw the extra troops by July
but to halt further reductions
after that. Pettaeus has said he
needs a 45-day period of evaluation and then an indefinite
period of assessment before he
would recommend any further
pullouts.
In his response to the committee, Petraeus reports that
violence in Iraq last week was
at its lowest levels in a month
with trend lines indicating that
security has improved.
"Having noted that, progress
is uneven and difficult challenges remain" including meddling by Iran and continued
attacks by al-Qaida and sectarian militants, Petraeus wrote.
But, he later added, "we
have seen more unity across
sectarian lines at the national
level. and this presents opportunities for further progress."
Petraeus was picked to
replace Navy Adm. William I.
Fallon as chief of U.S. Central
Command in Tampa. Fla. The
command's area of responsibility includes some of the most
troubling hot spots: Iraq. Iran,
Pakistan. Lebanon, parts of
Africa and Afghanistan.
Fallon resigned last month,
saying news reports that he was
at odds with the White House
over Iran policy had become a
distraction.
Odierno spent 15 months as
Petraeus' top deputy before
being nominated as the top
commander in Iraq.
Presidential campaign politics will likely be on display
today with Sen. Hillary
Rodham Clinton as a panel
member. Sen. John McCain of
Arizona, the top Republican on
the committee, is expected to
miss the hearing because he is
in California.
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AP
BP American Chairman Robert Malone, left, and Shell Oil
President John Hofmeister, right, are sworn in on Capitol Hill
in Washington Wednesday prior to testifying before the
Senate Judiciary Committee hearing on oil prices.

Big Oil defends profits
before irate senators
WASHINGTON (AP) — On
a day oil prices leaped to
unheard-of highs, senators lined
up Big Oil's biggest executives
and pummeled them with corn plaints that they're pretending to
be "hapless victims" while raking in record profits.
"Where is the corporate conscience?" Sen. Dick Durbin. D111., asked the top executives of
the five largest U.S. oil companies.
It's all about economics.
came the reply. Supply and
demand. The company leaders
tried to shift attention from
motorists' anger over $4-a-galIon gasoline to a debate over
new areas for drilling.
But senators at the Judiciary
Committee hearing weren't having any of that. They wanted to
press the executives about public anguish over paying $60 or
more to fill up a car's gas tank.
"People we represent are
hurting, the companies you represent are profiting," Sen.
Patrick Leahy, D-Vt., told the
executives. He said there's a
"disconnect" between legitimate
supply issues and the oil and
gasoline prices motorists are
seeing.
The executives. sitting shoulder to shoulder in the hearing
room, said they understood people were hurting. but they tried
to blunt the emotion with economic analysis.
Profits have been huge "in
absolute terms," conceded J.

Stephen Simon. executive vice
president of Exxon Mobil Corp.,
hut they "must be viewed in the
context of the massive scale of
our industry." And high earnings
"in the current up cycle" are
needed for investments in the
long term, including when profits will be down.
"'Current up cycle,' that's a
nice term when people can't
afford to go to work" because
gasoline is costing so much.
replied Leahy with sarcasm.
"The fundamental laws of
supply and demand are at
work," said John Hormeister,
chairman of Shell Oil Co.,
acknowledging it is something
the oil industry has been saying
for some time and that the
explanation may sound "repetitive and uninteresting."
Hofmeister was joined by
executives of Exxon Mobil
Corp., Chevron Corp.. BP
America Inc. and ConocoPhilips
Co. Together the live companies
earned $36 billion during the
first three months of this year.
As the executives sought to
explain their profits and why
prices are so high, the global oil
markets were moving into new,
uncharted highs, touching $133
a barrel for the first tunic. The
national average price of a gallon of gasoline hit $3.80. with
$4 showing up in more places.
Crude prices increased even
more in late electronic trading
Wednesday hitting $134 for the
first time.
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Three bedroom. 15 hath home with traditional grue and elegance The irriting toyer
has custom tile beautiful detailed woodwork. and transoms over the doorway . Split
floor plan teatures lovely master suite with dramatis no ceiling Master bath has custom glass shower and ceramic tik connected to large walk-in closet Custom cahmets.
pantie sounienops and stainless appliances are kitchen highlights Tour this home to
enjoy the designer minim and raany tasteful features MLS 443829 $28‘ 900
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Senior Scam Jam scheduled
Wednesday at Curris Center

Photo provided

Photo provided

DeAnna Rideout. senior at Murray High School. was presented her scholarship by Ronnie Gibson, president/CEO of The
Murray Bank.

Coby Lyeil. senior at Calloway County High School, was presented his scholarship by Tony Ryan, mortgage loan specialist of The Murray Bank.

Senior Scam Jam, brought to the publk by The Campaign for %Ise and Save
Investing" will be Wednesday from 9 a.m.
to 2 p.m. at the Murray State University
urris ('enter.
Sessions on the agenda include Mae,
Fraud, Home Improvement Fraud, Predatory Lending, from 10 to 10:45 a.m. and
II to 11:45 a.m.; and Investment Fraud
from noon to 1 p.m. and Identity theft
from 1:15 to 2 p.m. Registration will be
ko's
9:30 a.m., and Introduction and
Datebook from 9 toacknowledgment
from 9:30 to 9:45
By Jo Burkeen partner
4.111.
Community
This program is matte possible by a
Editor
grant from the AMU' Foundation and trr
and brought to you by AARP Kentucky Campairm for Wise
and Safe Investing, Kentucky OfTke of Financial Institutions and Kentucky Office of the Attorney General. Tbe
event is free, but registration is required by calling 1-877926-8300.

Model-railroading workshop planned

Local seniors presented scholarships by Murray Bank
The Murray Bank was pleased to piesen! two $ I 010 Murray State University
scholarships to local students at their awards

ceremonies on May 16
The Murray Bank presents a $1.000 Murray State University scholarship to a grad-

"vii

Dr. Bobo
elected as
president
of state
society

uating senior from each high school,
Murray and Calloway County. annually.

A free model-railroading workshop will be Saturday from I
to 4 p.m. at First Presbytenan Church. I 55h and Main Streets.
Although the model train event is designed to entertain and
educate children, everyone who is not afraid of the sound of
loud train whistles and other train noises are welcome Light
refreshments will be served.

Cowan reception on Sunday

4.3rjru

p‘r

A reception honoring Col. Bill Cowan upon his retirement
as CCHS athletic director will be Sunday at 4 p.m. in the Calloway County High School cafeteria. Comments will begin at
4:30 p.m. All current and forrner players, coaches, parents,
fans and all friends are invited.

f-

Lassiter family reunion Saturday
The annual reunion of the Lassiter Family will Be Saturday at 630 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.

Outland family reunion Sunday

Dr. Michael Bobo was elected president for the 2008-2010
year terms of the Kentucky
Society of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons at the annual
spring meeting.
The society has approximately 1(8) members across the
state of Kentucky.
Dr. Bobo practices oral and
maxillofacial surgery in Murray. Ky.. and Union City, Tenn..
with services including: tooth
extractions, dental implants. IV
anesthesia. management of
facial injuries. TMJ disorders.
oral/facial pathology and jaw
reconstruction.
He can be reached by calling 759-4063 (Murray) or 7311385-7891 (Union City).

The annual reunion of the Outland Family will e Sunday
at the park at Dover. Tenn. A potluck meal will be served at
noon. Family members are urged to come early for family an&
group pictures.

Blood Drives being held
Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross will have
a blood drive today from 12:30 to 5:30 p.m. in parkign lot of.
Office Depot; and on Friday from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the
parking lot of Glendale Place at 905 Glendale Road.

Angel Alert issued
An Angel Alert for a car or truck in good running condi-.
uon for a single mother with two children has been issued by,
the Calloway County Family Resource Center. Anyone havinic
one to donate is asked to call the center at 762-7333.

Ruling Star Lodge plans promotion

Photo provided

Represented are members of the organizations belonging to the FYT - Calloway County
Health Department. Murray School System, Calloway County School System, MurrayCalloway County Hospital, Primary Care, Kentucky Delta Rural Project and Quest Fitness
Center.

The Fit Youth Team (FYT)
of Calloway County is preparing for the Character Counts
Olympics June 27.
FYT is a community coalition providing planning, programming, and advocacy to
impact healthy lifestyles and
wellness for the youth and
families of Murray and Calloway County.

FYT is led by Tung Dihn.
owner of Quest Fitness Center. The group brings together
representatives involved from
different organizations throughout the community such as the
County
Murray-Calloway
Health Department. Murray
Schools. Calloway County
Murray-Calloway
Schools.
County Hospital. Primary Care

and the Kentucky Delta Rural
Project.
Counts
Character
The
Olympics will be held June 27
at Quest Fitness Center. 809
Coldwater Rd., Murray. This
event is for kids ages 5-16.
Registration is free and the
first 200 participants will
receive a T-shirt.

Wedding highlights 1907 social season
PRINCETON. Ky. — Featured through June 29 at
Adsmore House & Gardens
will be "Selina's Wedding to

Dr Michael Bobo

Governor John Osborne."
Step back to 1907 and see
the preparations being made
for John and Selina to marry
in the parlour. The dining room.
decorated with Selina's chosen
,olors of white and yellow. is
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What Happens In Vegas
P613 - 12.5 - 3:35 - 7:10 - 920

NEW SHIPMENTS
*Knock-out Rose
*Hydrangea

*Tropicals
*Pottery

_HAPPY HOUR
15% OFF STOREWIDE
Friday 4 - 7 p.m.
& carry
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CLOSED MEMORIAL DAY!!
1
4 Open Mon.-Thurs. 9-6, Fri. 9-7, Sat. 9-5, Sun. 1-5

Iron Man

Made Of Honor

Murray Woman's Club will have its final general meeting
of the 2007-2008 club year on Thursday at 6 p.m. at the club
house, according to Tracy Wortham. president. This meeting
will include a memorial service and potluck salad supper.
Martha Crafton, director of the First District of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs, will be the speaker for the bust-.
ness meeting. Executive officers and department chairs will be
installed.

Hazel Woman's Club to meet
Hatel Woman's Club will meet tonight at 7 at the Hazel
Community Center. Pat Harrington. KFWC First District vice
governor, will be the speaker.

VFW meeting changed
Post 629 of Veterans of Foreign Wars has changed its May
meeting to tonight at 6:30, according to Commander David
Foley.
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EVERY SATURDAY!

Baby Mama
PG13 - 9:25
P613 • 1:40 - 4:00 • 7.25 - 9:35

Woman's Club will meet

Fresh Produce & More

SHOWINES BEFORE E P1.1
EVERYDAY

Speed Racer
PC- 1:05 - 3:40 - 645

Calloway County Middle Schoel Based Decision Making
Council meet today at 3:30 in the media center. This will be
for consultation on hiring for the assistant pnncipal position.

SATURDAY
MARKET

P613- 1:00 • 3:45 - 7:00 - 9:40
Indiana Jones & The Kingdom of
The Cryotol Skull ,moose o:se.
P613 - 1:20 - 3:55 - 7:20 - 9.5

Chronicles of Narnia:
Prince Caspian
PC • 12:50 - 3:50 - 6:50 - 9.45

Council meting today

ovirilialrerwlst

Si..
NO CHECKS

1008 Chestnut

SCHEDULE DOCID.THRthilp 29
moviesinmurray.corp

Kentucky Avenue to be closed
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almost ready for their high
breakfast.
wedding
noon
Upstairs, finishing touches arc
being applied to the wedding
dress and bridal trousseau.
Selina met Dr. Osborne while
on a Grand Tour. She is 24
and he is a dashing 53. After

•See Page 7A

Ruling Star Lodge will have ribs and chickens to sell as a
fundraiser on Saturday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at 210 Walnut.
behind Murray Supply.

Kentucky Avenue will be closed from Hamilton to Calloway
for paving through Friday.

Fit Youth Team schedules Olympics
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Lowry pre-med scholarship
fund established at MSU
University prestudents will continue
to benefit from the legacy of
the late Dr C C Lowry.
Beloved physician of the Murray and Calloway County COMmumty for 52 years. it was
Dr. Lowry's wish, along with
his wife Betty. to establish the
Conic Crittenden Lowry Premedical Scholarship Fund
A native of Princeton and
graduate of Butler High School.
Dr Lowry was encouraged by
his mother to pursue his dreams,
saying to him "there's always
room at the top." He graduated from the University of Kentucky in 1940 with a bachelor of arts degree in chemistry. In addition to his keen
intelligence. "Chi' as he was
affectionately known, was also
r campus favonte. At UK, he
was a member of seven honorary and social societies
including Sigma Alpha Epsilon
of which he served as president.
In 1943 he earned his medical degree from Vanderbilt University, Nashville. While interning in surgery at Vanderbilt Hospital in 1944, he met his future
wife Betty. Then a student at
the University of Tennessee in
Knoxville majoring in bacteriology, she was working parttime at the Vanderbilt Hospital lab.
DT. and Mrs. Lowry were
married Jan. 27, 1945, while
he was finishing his general
surgery residency at Vanderbilt Hospital. Immediately following, he served as a U.S
Army surgeon in World War
1.1 from July 1945-July 1947
He then returned to civilian
life and completed his general surgery residency at Kennedy
VA Hospital in Memphis until
July of 1952.
In addition to her good looks,
Dr. Lowry loved Betty for her
intelligence. A native of Memphis, she went to work after
graduating from Southside High
School in Memphis. Since
Betty's father died when she
was IS. she was financially
unable to enroll in Conege.
While riding a bus home one
day, she ran into her former
high school English teacher,
who later put her in contact
with a couple in Memphis that
awarded scholarships to commendable students. After meeting with Betty, the couple
awarded her a full scholarship
to any university she chose to
attend. Before marrying Dr.
Lowry she was planning to
become an operating room
%HU!, State

111Cd1Cd1

nurse.

Dr. Lowry became board
certified as a general surgeon
in 1952 by the American Board
of Surgery. It was Dr. Lowry's
mother who informed him of
the opening for a surgeon at
the Murray Clinic. The opening came after the passing of
Dr. Hal Houston Sr., father of

Dr. C.C. Lowry
the current Murray physician
Dr. Hal Houston. After Dr.
Lowry accepted the position,
Dr Hugh Houston asked Betty
if she could handle living in
a small town. "He wanted to
know if a big city girl like
me could live in a small town
like Murray. It was a perfect
fit," said Mrs. Lowry.
Dr. Lowry was a member
of the American Medical Association(AMA). Kentucky Medical Association(KMA), Southern Medical Association(SMA),
Calloway County Medical Society (CCMS), American College of Surgeons, Southeastern Surgical Congress and.Kenlucky Surgical Society. He also
served in various capacities in
local and statc medical society activities, including three
terms as president of the CCMS.
Though he required no praise
for his accomplishments, he
received many honors throughout his lifetime, including a
new award recognizing a physician for outstanding community service by the KMA. He
was ASO presented the -Community Service Award" at the
152nd KMA annual meeting
in 2002.
Dr. Lowry served his community on many levels, serving on the Murray City Council for 12 years and Mayor
ProTem, the Murray Board of
Education and chairman of the
board of trustees for the First
United Methodist Church. He
held numerous positions in the
Murray Lions Club and was
named -Citizen of the Year"
in 1976 by the Murray Chamber of Commerce. "Dr. Lowry
always believed he should give
back to the community that
had blessed him so greatly in
his life," said Mrs. Lowry.
Dr. Craig Dowdy of West
Kentucky Surgical Associates in
Murray worked 31 years with
Dr. Lowry since his freshman
year at MSU. Dowdy says,
`There will never be another
Dr. Lowry. He was my teacher,
my mentor, my idol, and my
friend. There was never a day
that he did not teach me something about medicine, life,

morals, or how to be a better
inan. Doc never said an unkind
word about anyone. He might
not have said anything on occabut never anything
sion .
unkind. 1 would stop by his
office at the end of each day
for words of wisdom and
encouragement, and I never
faded to leave his office with
my problem solved."
Dowdy recalls when CT
scans were just becoming popular and a patient carne into
the emergency room with stomach pant. After pushing on the
patient's abdomen a few times.
Photo provided
Dr. Lowry simply said, "Well,
y'all roll KIM down to surgery Pictured, from left, back row: Zack Newsome, Wesley Huffer, John Therrell. Hannah Boone,
and I'll take his appendix out." Devin Cohoon, Joey Skaggs, Austin Washum. Jacob Hines. Shelley Green and Aneshia Gray
After the doctor ir. the emer- From row front left. Nicole Edison. Samantha Ashcratt. Watson. Alex Adams and Morgan
gency room suggested a CT Steiner. not pictured Shaun McClure. Corey Crowley and Brittany Eckles.
scan, Dr. Lowry smiled and
said, "You all go ahead and
get your scan and I'll be waiting in the OR to take his
appendix out." An hour later
after the scan Dr Lowry performed the appendectomy.
Murray High School students Nashville station, located on journalists. "She told us if we
Patients of Dr. Lowry used enrolled in WMHS TV 13 'The James Robertson Parkway. As are interested in this profesto jokingly say he never let Tiger Stripes,' Broadcast Jourfinale to the tour, the group sion, to stick with your dream
the shot take effect before he nalism class, recently visited was able to watch a portion job and she also told us to
made an incision. Dowdy adds. the Channel 5 studio in of the live taping of 'The Talk have a passion for your job."
-That wasn't because of his Nashville, Tenn. The group met of the Town," morning show. she said. "She also stressed to
lack of compassion, it was in with morning anchor, Amy Wat- The show is one of the most us that if we are interested in
the name of efficiency. He had son, and discussed broadcast long-running morning talk this profession to start early."
a lot more patients to see and career opportunities with Wat- shows in Amenca.
Green said Watson offered
many more surgeries to do. son.
Shelley Green. a MHS soph- advice on internships and how
He just shot it and cut it...and
Watson. a Murray native and omore enrolled in the class, they will assist one in obtainhe was the best. He didn't Murray State University grad- said Watson offered sound ing a job after college.
want to talk about it much. uate, provided a tour of the advice for aspiring broadcast
He just wanted to get it done
... Doc was one in a million
and time does not make me
miss him any less. He was my
best friend."
Dr. Lowry retired from West
Kentucky Surgical Associates in
July of 2003. Serving as a
proctor for MSU pre-medical
students throughout his career,
he and Mrs. Lowry have been
generous friends of the university throughout their 50-plus
years in the Murray community. Murray State pre-medical
students are honored to be
remembered by this outstanding physician and remarkable
man.
Dr. Lowry died in February of 2007. Dr. and Mrs. Lowry
have two Aildren, Duane
Hamilton Lowry, 1969 and 1971
.
MSU alumnus of Florence, Ky.
and Conic Lynn Abernathy, an
attorney in Memphis. They have
one grandson, Sloan Lowry
Abernathy, a student at Vanderbilt University in Nashville,
Tenn
Recipients of the Conic Cnttenden Lowry Pre-medical
Scholarship must be full-time
sophomore, junior or senior
pre-medical students at MSU.
They must also have or maintain a minimum 3.0 grade point
average. For more information
Photo provided
on this scholarship and other
with the Calloway County School
administrators
and
Several
teachers
RETIREES:
CCHS
endowments, contact the MSU
Scholarship Office at 270-809- Systom are scheduled for retirement this year. Among those are these from Calloway County
at High School. Pictured above, from left, are: (Front row) Bill Cowan; Yvette Pyle; and Glenn
or
3225
scholarship.office@naur- Leckie: (Back row) Chnstina Thompson; Wanda Johnson; Kathy Jo Stubblefield; and James
raystate.edu.
Pigg.

Murray High School WMHS TV 13
students visit Nashville's channel 5

Wedding
the Hazel
tistnct vice

ed its May
ider David

From Page 6A
a long honeymoon that includes
a visit to Tahiti, the couple
will reside in Rawlins. Wyo.
"The wedding is one of our
visitors favorite settings," said
Ardell Jarratt. curator. "We
enjoy keeping John and Selina's romance alive and hope you
will visit us during this special time."
The Smith-Garrett home, a
stately circa 1857 Greek
Revival house, has been
restored to its late Victorian
grandeur and is furnished with

TOUR
OPEN HOUSE
Fridey 4:00 • 400 p.m.

Moray 900 • MOO....
From the spacious entry vou can
go to Great Room, Dining
Room, or Bedrooms - Hardwood
- Granite - Island - From and
hack port-hes - Landscaping Price
Great Neighbors
Improved!!
2007 Rugby
Donin Road in Azalea...I.eft on
Fleetwood...Right on Rugby

Ofilluot
•

1 oretta Jots Realtors'
301 N. 12th St,
Murray, KY 42071
Phone 753-1492

the family's personal belongings. The museum and Carriage Shop are located at 304
N. Jefferson Street.
Hours are Tuesday through
Saturday from II a.m. to 4
p.m. and Sunday I :30 to 4
p.m. Also on the grounds is
the log Ratliff Gun Shop where
the story of Princeton's first
gunsmith is told. Call 270-3653114, visit our website at
www.adsmore.org or e-mail
adsmore@ vci.net for additional information and special group
rates.

Health Coverage
Made Easy.
als caw Nwilth Comp tor.
individuals without Group Coverage
independent Contractors
Dependents and Students
COBRA/Alternative
sea-Employed
Small Businesses
Sol,Mons with cho.Cps are Pary just call

,

Robert 11111Ington Jr.
270-753-4751

Including already low sale prices.
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everything in the store!
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
It's 'Desperate Housewives'
meets 'Touched by an Angel'
in 'Girls Night' musical show

Phase provided
PLAY PRESENTED: Marcy Backe P3-2nd grade class at Murray Elementary is shown per
forming a play based on the book, The Great Kapok Tree by Lynne cherry for many classes
and parents. The book/play stnves to give an awareness of the impact that destroying the
rainforest has on the animals that live in that ecosystem.

WLedger a Times
this week In the
ART SHOW DISPLAY: Callow
gymneshurn.
History and Appreciation of Via
sites, from lilt,
left,
Pictured above, Kayla Hous
Jertessa Solomon, Destiny Bustle and Olivia Dean. The entry, deed The Divine Design" featured canvas acrylic paintings. Houston said this was her first time to enter the art show. All of
the students are juniors.
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Saturday, May 24th, 2008
Gates open at 11 a.m.
Kenlake State Resort Park Outdoor
Amphitheater
on beautiful Kentucky Lake.

•
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SIX ACTS

ONE DAY

PADUCAH, Ky. — Call it
"Sex in the City" meets "Desperate Housewives" meets
"Touched by an Angel," and that
pretty much sums up the musical comedy "Girls Night,"
which will be at the Carson
Center on Saturday, June 7.
Louise Roche, a mother of
three children under 5, was
inspired to pen the production
when she and her friends went
out on the town to a musical.
She said when she looked
around, the audience was mostly women.
The premise of"Girls Night"
incolces four 30- and 40-something friends who have a wild
karaoke night on the town and
reminise about their joys,
and
heartaches, successes
tragedies, all the while under
the watchful eye of their longdeparted friend who is now an
angel.
Sort of.
The characters include Carol,
the original party animal who
has been married twice; Kate,
Carol's sister who married Mr.
Perfect when he was 22; Liza,
who married rich, has duet kids,
a nice house and a lot of pizzas for dinner, Anita, who is
happily manied with Prorate;
Mark Frahm phoacl
and Sharon, the not-so-angelic Pictured is the cast of 'Girls Night," Justine Hail, Crystal
angel who fell off a moped Kellogg (above), Whitney Vigil (below), Renee Cnivert and
aid died at 17 since she could- Sonya Carter.
n't wear a helmet saw,: it
A clip of the show can be www.myspace.com/carsoa
would mess up her perm.
at center.
The show is backed by disco viewed
and 803 pop music, such as
"I Will Survive" and "Girls Just
Warms Have Fun.For additional information,
contact the Carson Center for
showtimes sad tici.et

bscribilt, by calling 753-1916
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GRAND HOME GIVEAWAY
Home i, Otte the

is.

Saturday & Sunday Open Houses
May 24 & 25 1:00-4:00 p.m

TIME IS RUNNING OUT!
Drawing Date: Saturday, May 31

Get your ticket NOW.
Tickets only $100• Only 4,000 to be sold

Featuring:

ell

dempeelaisaires

DOUBLE EDGE

JUSTIN HATCHER

(local artistfrom Huntingdon, TN(

(local artist front Paducah I

CROSSING DIXON

FREEBYRD

flop 40 country)

(Lynyrd Skwird Tribute Band)

;

"Rocking The Night Away with Headliners"
T. GRAHAM BROWN
fan oldie but a Roodiei

and

BLACK OAK ARKANSAS
(Classic Rock all time favorite)

;

Tickets $20/person 12 and over
Under 12 Free

Tickets available at Roof Brothers Wine & Spirits, 2 locations in
Paducah, KY. Thco John's in Murray & Mayfield, WY;
Kenlake Marina, Aurora and online at
www.soundsofsouthernrock.com.

FOR MOREINFORMATION CALL 270-293-601
!re C aM
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Someone is moving to the Dream Home on
2260 Mitchell Drive, Murray, KY Is it you?
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MAY 22, 2008

SECTION B
sportsiteturrayledger.coin
OVC BASEBALL
TOURNAMENT

www.murrayledger.com
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TOURNAMENT

Cats claw
out first
round win
over
Alabama

CLASS lA TRACK REGIONAL

oing Green

RENFROW
TOSSES GEM AS
REDHAWKS WIN
OVC OPENER

UK PLAYS OLE
ISS TONIGHT AT 8
OOVER, Ma. (AP) —
C s McClendon went 2-for-3
wi
three RBIs and Aaron
L ett settled down after a
sh y start to pitch a complete
ga e as Kentucky defeated
Alifbarna 9-3 in the first round of
th Southeastern Conference
to ament in a game that went
in early Thursday morning.
e Crimson Tide (32-25)
0 ed the game with four conse tive singles off Lovett (5-1
to mp out to a quick 2-0 lead.
he
Wildcats
(42-15)
an erect with two runs of their
o
in the bottom of the first
in rig, both unearned due to a
tw out error by Alabama shortst Josh Rutledge.
yler Odle's towering home
ru to right field in the second
in ng put Alabama back on top
Kentucky answered with a
3
tyi g run in the fourth on an RBI
do le by Brian Spear.
6 e Wildcats broke the game
opto over the next two innings,
sliing two runs in the fifth and
fir in the sixth to take a 9-3
Both of their fifth-inning
ruas came with two outs, while
three of their runs in the sixth
were unearned following another tklabania error.
Lovett struck out 12 Alabama
batters in the game and surrendeted only four hits after the
first inning.

L
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itino: Too
rhany issues
to overcome
U0FL CENTER
ACADEMICALLY
. INELIGIBLE
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Lcasisville coach Rick Pitino
says center Derrick Caracter has
been declared academically
ineligible.
Caracter announced in March
his intention to try professional
baaketball but now apparently
wants to stay in college.
But Pitino told The CourierJournal that Caracter now has
too many issues to overcome to
return for his junior year. Pitino
says it would be best for
Casacter to go somewhere else.
Pitino says Caracter will have
to transfer to another school if
he wants to keep playing in college. The coach says he had
hoped Caracter would give the
pros a try.
Caracter averaged 8.3 points
and 4.5 rebounds mostly as a
reserve last season. He was suspended several times during his
Louisville career for off-thecourt issues, and Pitino said in
April that Caracter was "a major
thorn in my side."

Diamond
in the
rough

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
Murray track tandem Aaron Jones (left) and John Therrell hope to qualify for the KHSAA State Championships at Saturday's
regional held at Paducah Tilghman. Jones is seeded first in the 300 meter hurdles and Merrell is seeded fifth in both the 400
meter and 200 meter.

TIGERS LOOKING AT FUTURE OF TEAM IN UPCOMING REGIONAL
the track this season.
By TOMMY DILLARD
Jones is seeded first in the region in the
Sports Writer
Paige Taylor's first year as head track 300 meter hurdles with a season-best time of
coach at Murray has been sucdessful, no 43-44 seccitula and, ilFcording to Taylor, has
thing ping* him.
doubt.'
"Not to mention that we think he's an outWhen her 'Tiger squad heads to Paducah
Tilghman on Saturday for the Class IA First standing young man, he is fast." she quipped.
Region Championships, she hopes to watch "We anticipate good things from him on
several of her athletes qualify for the upcom- Saturday.Jones is also seeded sixth in the triple
ing state meet.
But as exciting as her first season has jump and will also run two relays at the
been, the future is what really motivates regional.
A pair of Tiger pole vaulters are also
Taylor. whose squad has taken full advantage
of a stable of young athletes, six of whom are expected to punch their tickets to state —
Michael Orr and Ryan Greer, who stake
just eighth-graders.
"If you have an eighth-grader that holds claim to the top two seeds in the event.
On has vaulted a distance of9 feet,6 inchthe IA state record for high jump, that tells
you what kind of future you have coming," es, and Greer owns a score of 8 feet.
Neither had participated in the event prior
she said.'Those eighth-graders, I don't think
we could have made it without them this to this season, picking it up when former
vaulter John 'Therrell was sidelined with a hip
year."
The particular eighth-grader of which injury early in the year.
'They don't have phenomenal heights, but
Taylor speaks is Catherine Claywell, who
will battle Trigg County's Janada Aare for they have what it takes in our region," Taylor
the region's first-place slot in the high jump said.
Therrell was ranked first in the pole vault
on Saturday.
Though she is listed as the No. 2 seed at in the First Region prior to his injury, but he
regionals with a jump of 5 feet, 2 inches, also has a shot at state in two running events,
He's seeded fifth in both the 400 meter
Claywell set the state record as a seventh'
grader last season with a jump of 5-4. She and 200 meter, a ranking that is based on
replicated that jump this season, but did so at times run at the first of the year. Coming off
a middle school meet, a score that didn't the injury, assistant coach Madison Taylor
expects Therrell to be competitive.
count for her seed at regionals.
"He is capable of surprising the competiAcree comes in with a top distance of 5-3.
Regardless of who comes out on top, both tion in his first meet back at I(X) percent." he
will advance to the KHSAA State said.
The final Murray athlete to obtain a top
Championships in Louisville if the seed.s
hold. The top two athletes in each event earn two seed is Addie Rigsby, who will compete
in the triple jump. She'll battle three-seed
state bids.
Claywell joins Calloway County's Rachel Megan Tincher of St. Mary for the second
Adams as local athletes who have excelled in and final bid to state. The first appears to be
the high jump. Adams will attempt to claim wrapped up by Fort Campbell's Jasmine
her third consecutive state championship in Craft.
Rigsby owns a distance of 32.3 inches.
Class 3A next week.
Other Tigers with state potential include
Claywell isn't the only Tiger with state
hopes. Joining her is Murray basketball star Stephen Foriest, seeded third in the 300 meter
Aaron Jones, who is also making his mark on hurdles, Ania Phillips, seeded third in the 1(X)

TOMMY !DILLARD I Ledger & Times
Eighth-grader Catherine Claywell practices pole vaulting at Roy Stewart
Stadium Wednesday afternoon. Claywell
holds the Class IA state record in the
event and will attempt to win the First
Region Championship on Saturday.
meter hurdles; Chase Darnell, seeded fourth
in the 3200 meter run; and girls relay squads
in both the 4 x 200 and 4 x 100 meter events.
Even with possible state berths to boot, the
season has already been a memorable one for
Murray, which has seen three school records
broken over the course of the season.
Darnell finished the 3200 meter run in II
minutes. 32.30 seconds on March 25 at the
Marshall County All-Comers, breaking the
event record.
Alex Nance also etched her name in the
hooks with a 14-minute, 15-second showing
in the 32t1)) meter at the Calloway AllCorners on May 17.
IN Geo TRACK, 213
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From Bad To Worse
THINGS KEEP GOING
SOUTH FOR SAN DIEGO

LENNY IGNELZI TAP
Troy Glaus watches his two-run single slice into right field
against the Padres in the third inning Wednesday in San Diego
The hit resulted in a play at home plate in which Padres' catcher
Josh Bard was injured and forced to leave the game.

SAN DIEGO (AP) — It's hard to imagine
things getting worse for the hapless San Diego
Padres.
They did.
One day after reigning NL Cy Young winner
Jake Peavy was placed on the disabled list, pitcher Chris Young and catcher Josh Bard sustained
injuries that knocked them out of Wednesday
night's 11-3 loss to the St. Louis Cardinals,
Young and Bard were injured within a span of
two batters in the third inning. Young had his nose
broken and cut when Albert Pujols lined a shot off
his face in the third inning that sent blood streaming down the front of his jersey. Bard sprained his
left ankle on a play at the plate when Pujois slid

into his leg.
"When I hit it. I thought it was going ovet his
head," Pujols said. "But it hit him right in the face.
"There was blood all over the place and I began to
pray about it and make sure it was all right."
The Padres (17-31) are in last place in the NL
West, have lost 12 of 17 games and have the worse
record in the majors. But the last 48 hours have
been especially tough.
First, general manager Kevin Towers called his
club -bad" on Monday night after losing 8-2 to the
Cardinals. Towers threatened wholesale changes.
Peavy was placed on the I5-day disabled list
on Tuesday with a strained and swollen right
elbow.
And now the Padres have lost Young, who had
been the team's best pitcher, and Bard, their starting catcher.
•See CARDINALS,28

Staff Report
The 2008 Ohio Valley
Conference
Baseball
Tournament got underway
Wednesday at Paducah's
Brooks Stadium.
No. 4 seed Eastern
Illinois defeated No. 5 seed
Tennessee Tech, 4-1, in
game No. I of the event. No.
6 Southeast Missouri beat
No. 3 Austin Peay, 5-2.
In the first game, Eastern
Illinois scored one run in
both the second and third
innings and then added a
pair of runs in the fifth.
Shortstop Jordan Kreke was
1-for-3 with a pair of RBI one on a double in the second and the other on a seventh-inning sacrifice fly.
Tennessee Tech's lone
run came on designated hitter A.J. Kirby-Jones' tater in
the seventh inning, the
team's fourth - and final hit of the day.
EIU's early outburst
proved enough as starter
Josh Mueller (6-7) went 6.2
innings, allowing the one run
on four hits while striking
out six. Brian Morrell tossed
2.1 scoreless innings in relief
for his season's first save.
"We were aggressive
today," said Eastern Illinois
head coach Jim Schmitz.
"Winning game one is pretty
big. We have lost a number
of these kinds of games early
in. this year but we scratched
away some hits and did what
we needed to do to win."
Tennessee Tech starter
Michael Acorn (7-5) was
tagged for the loss after surrendering four runs on seven
hits over four-plus innings.
In the second game.
behind a complete-game
effort from Dustin Renfrow,
No.6 Southeast Missouri
upset No. 3 Austin Peay in
opening
round
action
Thursday night.
Rcnfrow (6-5) permitted
lone runs in the first and
sixth but that was all he surrendered as he allowed
seven hits and struck out six
for his season's fifth complete game.
Offensively, Southeast
Missouri (24-24) used a
three-run sixth inning to
break the game open. First
baseman Matt Wagner and
baseman
Zak
second
Blemker each had RBI singles in the frame and the
Redhawks capitalized on a
Governors error for a third
run, taking a 4-.1 lead which
they would not relinquish.
Austin Peay's (27-28)
offense was limited to the
top of its order as the top
three in the lineup accounted
for all seven hits - third
baseman Greg Bachman
went 3-for-4 to lead APSU's
seven-hit effort.
Governors'
starter
Stephen Huff (5-6) was
tagged for the loss after
allowing four runs (three
earned) on six hits and four
walks over six innings.
'The game was won am;
lost the way they all are and
we heat ourselves," said
Austin Peay head coach
Gary McClure. "We didn't
anticipate plays and we really only had three guys that
got on base. We didn't get
anything out of the bottom
of the order. Huff pitched
well enough that we should
have won, but we didn't support him at all."
Austin Peay will meet
Tennessee Tech in an 11 a.m.
Thursday elimination contest. Southeast Missouri
advances to face top-seed
Jacksonville State„ in a 6:30
p.m. affair. Eastern Illinois
will meet No. 2 Samford at
2:30 p.m. Thursday.
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NBA ROUNDUP

Paxson's
focus
centers on
Rose,
Beasley
JPFC Cougars 91 won the Memphis Superclubs Regional on May 10 and 11 in the
U17/1,118 bracket by beating two teams from New Orleans as well as teams from Baton
Rouge, La., Jackson, Miss., and Tupelo, Miss. JPFC U17 had to play one game Saturday
arid four games Sunday to win the tourney. Pictured from top row, left to nght are Greg
Humkey (coach), Bobby Puckett (Murray), Josh Ginner (Brookport III.), Michael Bokeno
(Murray), Ian Bradley (Gilbertsvtlle), Jorge Bartolo (Mayfield), Brandon Dodd (Benton),
Alex Seifert (Paducah), Matt Kreutzer (Heath); Michael Mangold (Murray). Bottom Row:
Matthew Davis (Heath), Bo Seay (Mayfield), Jordan Benton (Murray), Tyler Willett
(Mayfield), Aaron Clapp (Mayfield), Isaac Sims (Hickory), Haden Marrs (Mayfield). Players
not pictured are Alex Adams (Murray), Carlos De Lapaz (Paducah) and Matt Hines
(Murray).

JPFC Cougars 91 were also a finalist at the Louisville Cup in the U17 bracket. Pictured left
to right, top row are Greg Humkey, Carlos De Lapaz, Bo Seay. Michael Mangold, Matthew
Davis, Brandon Dodd, Josh Giltner, Bobby Puckett, Trey Vincent. Bottom row, left to right:
Alex Adams, Jorge Barlolo, Tyler Willett, Jordan Benton, Aaron Clapp, Haden Marrs, Isaac
Sims. Not pictured are Michael Bokeno, Alex Seifert and Matt Hines.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pet GB
30 19 612
Boston
2
27 20 574
Tunpa Be y
4
Baltimore
24 21 533
Toronto
23 25 479 6 1/2
5 457 7 1/2
2lvi.i2on
Near York Central Di

DEERFIELD, Ill. (AP) -John Paxson was upstairs in his
bedroom when he heard his sons
Ryan and Drew scream.
Moments later, they dragged
him downstairs to watch the
W
L Pct GB
draft lottery.
Chicago
25 20 556
—
M '
57
00
8 3
2 1/;
23
2 24
34
The Bulls had just vaulted
oe
Cle
;
t tind
from the ninth pick into the top
Kansas City
21 25 457 41/2
19 27 413 6 1/2
three, and what looked like a
West Division
rather mundane drawing to
W
L Pet GB
Chicago's general manager took
28 20.583
7
0
7.
1x:a
snge
nd
25 23.521
3
an interesting twist. Then, they
23 25.479
5
hit the jackpot and wound up
Seattle
18 29 383 9 1/2
with the No. I pick despite a 1.7
---•
percent chance Tuesday. That
Wednesday's Gasses
means they will likely choose
Oakland 9. Tampa Bay 1
between Derrick Rose or
Detroit 9 Seattle 4
Boston 6, Kansas City 3
Michael Beasley, barring a
N.Y Yankees ft Baltimore 0
knockout trade offer.
LA Angels 4, Tomato 3
Texas 10, Minnesota 1
"I was kinda shocked,"
Chicago Wrote Sox 7. Cleveland 2
Paxson said Wednesday."When
Thursday's Games
I saw the third pick go, I was
Seattle (Batista 3-5) at Detroit
(Bonclerman 2-4). 12-05 pm
like, 'Oy.• If you get your hopes
Texas (Padilla 6-2) at Minnesota
up, it's wasted energy."
(Hernandez 6-2), 12'10 p.m
Kansas City (Bannister 4-5) at Boston
And suddenly, after a dismal
(Matsuzaka 7-0), 1235 p m
season, the Bulls' hopes are high
Baltimore (Buries 4-4) at N Y Yankees
again.
(Kennedy 0-3), 605 p.m
LA.
Angels (Santana 6-1) at Toronto
Expected to contend in the
(Burnett 4-41, 6.07 pin
Eastern Conference after reachCleveland Ridley 2-2) at Chicago White
Sox (Suable 2-5). 7 l p.m
ing the second round of the playFriday's Games
offs last season. Chicago plumTexas (Gabbard 1-1) Sr Cleveiand
meted, losing 49 games. Coach
(Canoona 4-1), 6:05 p.m
Seattle (Bedard 3-2) at N.Y Yankees
Scott Skiles got fired in
(Penate 3-5). 6125 Rm.
December, and interim coach
Minnesota (Slowly 0-4) at Detroit
Jim Boylan lost his job after the
(Galarraga 3-1), 6:05 pm
City (Greinke 5-1) at Toronto
Kansas
But
suddenly,
season finale.
(Halladay 4-5), 6:07 pm
luck seems to be smiling on the
BaNimore (Guthne 2-4) at "Tampa Bay
Bulls.
(Garza 2-1). 6 10 pm
LA Angels (Saunders 7-1) at Chicago
They hit a big jackpot this
While Sox (G.Floyd 4-2(, 7:11 p in
week, and Paxson hopes to
Boston (Wakefield 3-21 at Oakland
(Harden 2-0). 905 pin
strike again in a coaching search
that is moving at a deliberate
pace.
Paxson has interviews this
week with Tyrone Corbin,
Dwane Casey, Jeff Hornacek,
and Chuck Person, although he's
in no hurry to make a decision.
"I think being .patient right
now, I've got foaling -to lorre,', ,From Rage 4B
"It's tough to lose two clubPaxson said.
He said having a coach in house leaders," said Adrian
three
Place before draft is not "a be- Gonzalez, who drove in all
beat up (in
an, end-all" and pointed out that Padres' runs."We got
the score) and we got beat up."
Seattle did not hire P.J.
Padres manager Bud Black
Carlesimo until early July, after
said that Bard will be placed on
drafting Kevin Durant with the
the disabled list. Black said that
second pick.
Young will be re-evaluated to
"In a perfect world, I'd love determine his immediate future.
to have a coach in place,"
The Cardinals got three RBIs
Paxson said.
apiece from Ryan Ludwick and
Will the draft pick impact his Troy Glaus as they collected a
decision on a coach?
season-high 16 hits for the sec"I'm not willing to go there ond straight game. Si. Louis
right now," Paxson said. "I don't won for the fourth time in five
know if that will factor in."
games.
But it was the scary sight of
This much is certain: The
next coach will take a job that Young taking the line drive off
looks more attractive than it did Pujols' bat that was on the mind
when Paxson woke up on of many of the Cardinals.
"If he weren't so tall, the ball
Tuesday.
Rose and Beasley are widely would have gone into center
viewed as future stars, and both field," St. Louis manager Tony
would fill major holes for the La Russa said about the 6-foot10 Young. "It was one of those
Bulls.
things."
Drafting Rose, a Chicago freak
The ball hit by Pujols immeproduct who carried Memphis to
diately knocked Young onto his
the national championship
backside as he put his right hand
game, would give the Bulls a
up to his face. Blood was runtrue point guard and allow Kirk
ning down his face.
Hinrich to move to shooting
"That's a scary one," Black
guard. That could also be a presaid. "You see the amount of
cursor to a trade that would
blood that came out of Chris'
relieve an already congested
nose immediately. But he was
backcourt.
conscious, he was talking and he
Beasley, the Kansas State had his senses about him. But
forward who averaged 26.2 it's still scary at the same time. It
points and an NCAA-best 12.4 was a little frightening."
rebounds, would give the Bulls
After a few minutes of sitting
the inside force they've craved on the grass, Young walked off
the past few seasons.

National League Standing*
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
—
26 19 578
Florida
25 21 543 1 1/2
Atlanta
Z6 22 542 1 1/2
Philadelphia
22 22 500 3 1/2
New York .
Washington
20 28 417 7 1/2
Central Division
W L Pet GB
—
Chicago
28 19 596
1
20 21 571
St Louis
1
1/2
Houston
27 21 563
22 24 478 5 1/2
Milwaukee
Pittsburgh
21 25 457 612
7
Cir,cnir,atr
21 26 447
West Division
W
L Pct GB
28 18 609
Arizona
25 21 543
3
Los Angeles
19 29 396
10
San Francisco
18 29 38310 1/2
Colorado
17 31 354
12
San Diego

Wednesday's Games
San Francisco 3, Colorado 2. 10
innings
Milwaukee 4. Pittsburgh 1
Atlanta it. N.Y Mets 4
Florida 3, Arizona 1
Philadelphia 12, Washington 2
Houston 5, Chicago Cubs 3
St Louis 11, San Diego 3
L A Dodgers 5, Cincinnati 2
Thursday's Games
Milwaukee (Bush 1-4j at Pittsburgh
(Gorzelanny 3-4). 6:05 p.m
N.Y. Mets (Santana 5-2) at Atlanta
(T Hudson 6-3), 6- 10 p.m
Arizona (Haren 5-2) at Florida (Miller 33), 6 10 p.m.
Philadelphia (Kendrick 3-2) at Houston
(Oswalt 4.4). 705 p.m
Cincinnati (Marano 2-5) at San Diego
(Wort 2-4), 905 p.m
Friday's Games
Chicago Cubs (Zambian° 6-1) at
Pittsburgh (Duke 2-2). 6 05 p In
San Francisco (Zito 0-8) at Florida
(Olsen 4-1) 6 10 p.m
Anzona (Davis 1-1) at Atlanta (Reyes 21) 635 p.m
Milwaukee (Suppan 2-3) at Washington
(Od Perez 1-4), 635 pm
Philadelphia (Eaton 0-21 at Houston
(Backe 3-5), 7,05 p.m
N Y Mats (01.Perez 4-3) at Colorado
(Francis 1-4), 8.05 p.m
Cincinnati (Voiquez 7-1) at San Diego
(Estes 1-0), 9-05 p.m.
St Louis (Wainwnght 3-2) at LA
Dodgers (Lowe 2-4), 940 p.m

INTRODUCING

OurS Newest Addition
Dr. Peebles is a native of Mayfield, Kv,
and a graduate of Logan-( uliege of
Chiropractic. lie brings his talent and
dedication to our practice, and he is
now booking appointments.

7(414e Oat&r,i" •Track
Dr: Blythe Peebles

Whiplash Headaches
Neck 8, Back Pain Sciatica
Joint Pain Stiffness

CALLMAY CO1 NT1

k,HIROPRACTI
Dr. Scott Foster
Dr. Blythe Peebles
NORTHPOINTE OFFICE PARK 1710D Hwy. 121 NOrth

phone: 270.753.6100

From Page 18
Hannah McAllister's time of
13.24 seconds in the 100 meter
dash also won her a record at It
meet on March 20.
"I see progress in the numbers at almost every meet this
season," Paige Taylor said.
"When we can tight the injuries
and illness and weather. there's

holding a, bandage on his face
with blow' on the front of his
jersey.
"It was a pretty tough night,"
Pujols said. "After that, 1 couldn't concentrate on my other atbats. I kind of had flashbacks
thinking about that at-bat."
Pujols' shot ricocheted to the
left side of the infield for a single and loaded the bases with
one out. After Cla Meredith
replaced Young, Ludwick's
grounder knocked in one run
and advanced the runners. Glaus
then lined a single to right to
score Miles to put St. Louis up
3-2.
Brian Giles' throw arrived at
the plate at the same time as
Pujols, who slid and caught
Bard's left leg. [Ord went down
and stayed on the ground for a
few minutes before he was
helped off the field, dragging his
leg.
"It's a pretty tough night to
take," Giles said. "It's frustrating to lose two guys like that
who are so important to our
team."
Ludwick had a two-run single in the fourth when St. Louis
scored three times to make it 62.
Gonzalez hit a two-run
homer off Braden Looper (6-3)
in the first inning and added a
run-scoring single in the fifth.

TODAY'S. SINEW,SPONSORED BY

Terry Butler

at least three personal records at
every meet. They just continue
to jump higher and throw farther
and run faster."
The region championship
begins at 9 a.m. Saturday at
Paducah Tilghman High School.
Field events will start immediately with running events getting underway at Ift a.m.

SportsBriefs
•A reception hononng Colonel Bill Cowan upon his retirement as
CCHS Athletic Director will be held on Sunday. May 25 at 4 p.m. in the
Calloway County High School cafeteria. Comments will begin at 430
p.m. All current and former players. coaches, parents, fans and all
ffiends are invited to attend.
MI The 2008 Lady Tiger Basketball Camp will take place Juno 2-6 at
Murray High School. The first session begins at 9 a.m, and is for children in grades K-4. The second session begins at noon and is for
grades five and up. Cost is S40, Registration will begin at 8:30 for the
first sessic n on June 2 and at 11:30 for the second session on June 2.
Grade levels are for the past school year. Each player will receive a
camp T-shirt and camp awards will be given. If you have any questions,
please call head coach nechelle Turner at 753-5202 or 293-9066.

1st

SIR1
Seal
354-

•Cardinals

The Murray Bucs won the championship of the 3rd annual Spring Fling baseball tourna-ment Sunday at Mike Miller Park in Draffenville. Team members are (front row from left)
,:Ghander Rogers, Davis Mills, Matthew Winder, C.J. Lang Travis Dwyer and Matthew
: •Higgins. (Back row from left) Coach Dave Winder, Coach Monty Rogers, Tycen Henry,
, eThstan Grady, Adam Lamkin, Conner Wagner and Coach Dave Henry.

All

608 Main Si • 753 5842

TV, radio
AUTO RACING
2 p.m.
SPEED — NASCAR, Sporn Cup practice for Core-Cola 600 at Concorn.
NC
5 p.m.
SPEED — NASCAR. Nationwide
Series practice for Carquest Auto
Parts 300 at Concord. N C
6 p.m.
SPEED — NASCAR. Sprint Cup, pole
qualifying tor Coca-Cola 600, at
Concord, N C
GOLF
2 p.m.
TGC -- PGA Tour. Crowne Plaza
Invitational, last round. at Foil Worth,
Texas
5:30 p.m.
TGC — LPGA. Coming Classic first
round, at Corning. N V same-day
tape)
NBA BASKETBALL
7:30 p.m.
FSPN — Playoffs. Eastern Conference
finals. game 2. Detroit vs
Boston/Cleveland winner
SOCCER
9:30 p.m.
ESPN2 — MIS. Houston at San Jose
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LEGAL NOTICE
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Calloway County Fire Protection District is accepting nominations for•4-year position on the Board
Nominations should be postmarked by May 27.
2008 and sent to:

IOUStOn

::caorado

:an Diego

r LA

Murray-Calloway Coon y Hospital is seeknig
proposals to stripe and seal parking lots at
Murray-Calloway Coon y Hospital and Sprmg
Creek Healthcare Interested partite should
tor of Plant Operations.
contact Bud Byars, Dire,
no later than close of busineas day on Tueolday. May
27 2008

BINGO
Murray High
Booster Club
Ai Knights of Columbus.
Squire Rd
6PM tin the
1st Sat of the month
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THE Murray Ledger
& Times considers
its sources reliable,
but inaccuracies do
Readers
occur.
using this information do so at their
own risk. Although
persons and compamentioned
nies
herein are believed
to be reputable, The
Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept
responsibility
any
whatsoever for their
activities

CLASSIC Rock 94.7
Electric 96.9 - 93.3
WKYO Willie 102.1 in
search of an advertising sales rep. Full-time
salary plus commissions. Heaith insurance 401K. Region's
27 year old premier
radio company. If you
have previous sales
along
experience
with an outgoing personality that never
meets a stranger. and
if you love making
money. this could be
your career opportunito
Resume
ty
jobs0electnc969 corn.
E.O.E. that hires weft Out regards to race,
age, gender, or nett
odgin
seeking
firm
, CPA
Accountant for varied
accounting tasks. Must
be proficient in MS
Word. Excel. and
Ouickbooks- team on: ented, strong communication skills, multi•
tanker. Please send
resume. references. A
salary requirement to
PO Box 1107, Pans,
TN 38242

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our c!assifieds
webpage at
murra yledger corn.
you will be redirected
un pitmetwork corn
By default.
Murray and local lob
listings will appear on
this website
However. as a national
websitc. nor all listing,
on the olobnetwork coin
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Tomes Please call
us of you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
tot, listings Thank you

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may ba just the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at:
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
INSIDE position, working 4-9 Apply at Pizza
Pro 605 C South 12th
No phone calls please!
MEDICAL office secretary/ receptionist position. Part time, flexible
hours, send typed
resumes only to PO
Box 1040-C, Murray.
NOW taking appliesbons for all positions
end WI shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive4n, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
Assistant
OFFICE
needed full-time. Some
bookkeeping and payroll required. Please
send resume to PO
Box 1040-B Murray,
KY.
01R drivers needed
wages
Competitive
and benefits. Home
every 2 weeks. Must
nave Class A COL with
minimum 3 years OTR
Clean
experience.
MVR.(800)468-6087
SERVICE TechnicianLocal acme:Aural dealership is now expandtheir
ing
service
department and seeks
qualified applicants for
the position of an expeService
rience
Technician at their
location
Mayfield
Applicants shoeld have
experience with modem agricultural equipment including diagApplicants
nostics.
must be dependable,
hardworking and able
to interact with customers in a professional manner. We offer a
competitive wage and
benefit package. EOE
Please send resume to
H omen
Resources
Manager, PO Box 432
Mayfteid, KY 42066.
SEAMSTRESS needed. Apply in person at
Boone cleaners 605
Flexible
St.
Main
hours, no weekends.
paid holidays, retirement plan, life insurance and paid vacation. Must nave good
attitude and people

SONIC of Murray is
looking for experiRestaurant
enced
Manager. Pay rate
benefits will
and
depend on experience. Please send
to:
MOOTS
Restaurant Manager.
1542 Caldwell Rd,
Murray. KY 42071

1

^JArJ":

*Saturday May 24 is Thursday May 23 at 10:00am

Ilakiesan
ThLnday
fridrf
I
-

=ow.]
! VISA !
*Immo:

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
LARGE
SELECTION
1.115E0 APPLIANCES,

1505 Diuguid

ftibdriJgrt-wwBritthaven of Benton is currently
accepting applications for I,PN's.
We also offer an excellent benefit
package_ Must he licensed in the State
of Kentucky
Apply in person at Britihaven of
Benton 2607 Main Street Hwy 641S
Benton, KY 42025

-m#11kidniBritthaven of Benton now has a lull-time position for an experienced cook for nursing home
environment. Must be able to work days. afternoons and weekends. Apply in person at
Brinhaven of Benton 261)7 Main Street Benton,
KY No phone calls please EOE/AAE

0

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
HOSPITAL

COUNTY

Taking htvithcare new pkiCeS.
Director of Information Systems
Murray-Calloway County Hospital has an opening
for a Director of Information Systems
EIIMACLECIINIlilbliilleollnallidt. Pros ides lechnology vision and leadership for developing and implementing information technology fkvelops, coordinates, guides and rnamuuns tT systems strategic and
operational plans
aLL Bachelor's degree in Computer
,
ilemagren
Science. In'ormation Systems or related field
%annum of five years expenence in managing
functions and departments dealing with information
handling. workflow and systems Three or more
years of direct management of an IT operation open
!erred Experience should include exposure to in
house and outsourced systems, multiple hardware
platforms. and integrated information and comrnum
canon systems
MCCH offers a comprehensive compensation and
benefit package
lo apply, vend resume to
Murray tCallowey County Hospital
003 Poplar Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
Fax: 1270i 762-1905
HYPEKLINK
'MaLltotlffoiey murrayboapitalorg"
IKIMIRMIIMARMILMOM
visit our web site al HYPERLINE
“hoptilwww.niurrayboapttakorg"

960

gramming, systems
relationa
analysis,
databases, programming support functions. FL/SQL.
Oracle Stored procedures, and Oracle
Deveicipment tools are
Must pospreferred
sess strong interpersonal skills (both
written and verbal).
Responsibilities:
OA)M COMPUTERS
Under direction of
Service/Sales
Manager,
Repa.rs'Upgrades
Administrative
759.3556
Computing, provide
systems development,
assist in the support
and implementation of
SunGard Banner ERP,
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
and perform all duties
753-3633
associated with the
University
suppon of
BUYING
administrative applicaJunk cars, trucks and
tions
tractors 436-5235,
Application Deadline: 227-6004
May 30, 2008. Salary.
BUYING old US Corn
minimum $32,000
Paying
To Apply: Send cover collections
letter, resume, and Blue Book value
293-6999
three current professional references to
CASH paid for
Programmer
Chair,
good, used guns.
Search
Analyst
Bonsai Sporting
Committee,
Goods 519S 12th.
Administrative
Murray
Computing,
Information Systems,
SCRAP
State
Murray
CARS
University, 1158 I & T
Murray. KY
42071-3347. Women
and minorities are
encouraged to apply.
Murray
State
University is an equal
education and employkidss
ment
opportunity,
For SW
M/F/D. AA employer.
2 door refrigerator,
stainless steel, like
Wireal
new. $785 436-5396.
PROFESSIONAL
Position- former senior
level executive and
local business owner
seeks position in sales
or operations and
finance
Entrepreneurial minded with proactive goal
onented attitude. Track
record
reflects high
level competency in
management.
sales
developfacilitating
mental strategies, and
promoting bottom line
results. MBA/BS To
of
copy
regusst
resume, please leave
message with name
and address on 630561-0203.

raw,auirrademaisisis
FOE

OM,Mmied
M
TRUCK driver fue
experience
delivery
preferred, home daily
$1,000-i-week (1) fulltime and (1) pert-time
615-449-4022.
SURGING 6 Sewing
position, part-time or
fuli-lime. Sitane Lee,
308 Main St. Apply in
person

GET THIS
1X1
AD FOR
$75.00
A MONTH
75 3- 1 916

RE-ADVERTISEPROGRAM
MENT
MER
ANALYST, Information
Systems Department.
State
Murray
University Full-time,
non-tenure track
position to begin June
2008.
OusilfIc•tion•:
Bachelor's degree on
computer science or
related field preferred.
consideration will be
given to candidates
with extensive related
experience.
Experience with SQL is
required. Knowledge
of applications pro-

7
141dare

AMANDA'S
Home
Daycare has opening
in her home Small
daycare at a great
environment
home
Auto bond accepted
Please call 270-2935212 or 270-753-7031

CLEANING houses. 20
years experience
270-759-9553
HOME cleaning
services 227-7129
If you would likea
weekly house cleaning, please call me
(270)767-1636
WILL set with elderly in
home, nursing home,
or hospital Will also do
.louse cleaning 7537129. 210-4173

3-WHEEL bike $100.
36'I.v. $60 21'tv. $35.
Both televisions in
good condition. 270767-0884, 270-2269566
BOWFLEX ultimate 2
$1.000- 293-5662
ESTATE sale, May
24111 10:00-500. 1312
Kirketan1 Or., Murray.
KY
FRESH milk COOP
293-6989
FID Televisions
Como by Olympic
Plaza to see Our selection of HO televisions
Fiat screen Plasma &
LCD& Rear Projection
LG. Toshiba.
also
Hitachi 6 Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901

tonal 5. Fortnii‘
.tvr yEllogt,s•lor
Qrkat tor
'' klet's Day gift
:All' 754744338
• 7- 53('2350'
NICE GE dryer- $100
293-6181 or 753-1769.
TOOL SALE- 16 inch
Craftsman till arm
scroll saw, 10 inch
Delta compound miter
saw. 2 h p. pancake air
compressor with 50 ft.
hose and Craftsman
nail gun ALL EXCELCONDITION,
LENT
Phone 270-753-8154.

42J07 i

WARD ELKINS

(270) 753-1.713

One and Tao Bedroom Apartment,
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applicdtion,

*Smart Saver May 28 Is Thursday May 22 at 11:00

Local specialty ratan
business for sale, great
location, established
customer base, has
been in operation for
Price
30,years
includes ali equipmem,
lumiti.re F. fixtures, and
Serious
inventory.
inquires only should be
addressed to P013
1393, Murray. KY
42071. Include name
phone number, e-mail
address and owner will
respond.

prise • Mtirr.i. K

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Int

..6

*Monday May 26 is Friday May 23 at 10:00arn

*Wednesday May 28 Is Friday May 23 at 3:00pm

SIRLS
U-Pick
Strawberries in Aurora
354-6585

n his face
ont of his

:orWIZ • :`
FT
.
ilaiitif*
m
rli
riMpirla

*Friday May 23 Is Wednesday May 21 at 3:00pm

UMW
Nam

a (Reyes 2-

Nashington

SnatIkter
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L
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Due to Memorial Day the
classified deadlines have changed.

Mania

zt Houston

DEADLINES
Nor4n

$8.25 First Day -20 words or less - Over 29 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
3.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

*Tuesday May 28 is Friday May 23 at 3:00pm

la (Miller 3

_AL"

Si

$8.25 Column Inch, eel Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
Al) I Ails Must Run Within in Dry Period )
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday IShopping Guide)

NOTICE

Fire Protection District
PO. Box 1106
Murray, KY 42071

Is
'Sburgh

51

Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

Pct GB
609
3
543
396
10
38310 1/2
12
354

10

110
MO Legit Noues
020 *Akeny
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ADJUSTMENTS

Brown sleeper sofa
and matching love sea
$200 Oxblood Leathe
club chair and ottomar
after
Can
$200.
5:00prn 759-1622.

Apsnmsets Far Runt]
or 2 BR apartments
No pets,Please leave

Need furniture? message.
We sell new & used 270-753-1970
1 OR 2br apts. near
MAIN ST.
Murray
downtown
FURNISHINGS starting at $200/mo.
1407 Main
753-4109
761-7653
162 BR apts, 1 -year

Tractor
900 Ford
$2 000. 489-2390
CONSTRUCTION
EQUIPMENT
Backhoes. used Case
580SL, 580SM, others.
4x4, ex-hoe, several in
stock. Standard & mini
36-42'
excavators.
Skytrak & Gradaff telescopic forklifts. Case
dozers-550E $23,500,
850K cab/air 1.400hr
UC $64,900
now
Wanda Snow
731-363-3680.
JD 600 Hiboys $3,500
JD 6000 Hicycles
$7,500 Tobacco
sticks, 15 each Can
deliver
(502)550-4080
Montana tractor 404,
front end loader with
bush hog, disk and box
blade, $12.500 obo
436-5396
name For Sabi
"•OWNER Finance"
3BR, 2BA, near lake,
6058 Dunoar Rd . New
$3.950
Concord
$495/month
down,
Bonnie Byerly Broker
(270)752-0729

lease- 188 $350.00,
2BR $475 00. Call
Hamlet North Apts
753-7559
1BR, 411-1/2 S 8th
St., $265/mo + secunty. 474-2520
28R Duplex with
carport. 753-7457
227-3054
2BR duplex, nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898
2886 388 apartments
available_ Great Vocehon. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit. no
pets. 753-2905
3 & 4 BR townhouses.
5630-900 per month.
No pets. Includes
wasneriaryer,
oven/stove. dishwasher and refrigerator
C/H/A. Utilities not
included. Meadowlark
Townhouses.
(270)348-0458
364138, 28A available
now,
appliances.
Coleman RE 753-9898
3 BR 1.5 BA duplex
C/H/A
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9898

3 BR, 2 BA all appliances. Available now.
Move in free days
Coleman RE
753-9698.

1989 14x70 Northern,
2 Br, 2 Be,furnished
included
porches
56.000 after 500
(2701436-5701

BEAUTIFUL 2 BR with
horse stall available, 6
miles from town no
pets, smoke free, references. $500 489-2741

999 Sunshine 16x80,
.388, 2-Bath, vinyl sidNorthem
ing,
nice.
Insulated.
(270)489-2525

CLEAN, nice 2 BR, all
appliances, 414 N. 8th
St., no pets, smoke
free, $375. 489-2741.

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 1 bedroom:
unfurnished ($345). All
appliances inducing
washer and dryer.
Available 5/108.
759-5885 or 293•7086
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & air units.
Rent based on income
impairment
Mobility
Phone
accessible.
492-8721. Mon &
Thurs
10-12am. TDO No
1-800-048-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept &Khoo
8 vouchers.
Apply at Murr-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO 11-800-648-6056
SMALL 1BFI nonsmoking apt upstairs,
water paid, available
now no pets.
$260/mo. 753-5980

340
HeupasFor Rant

1
I

2 BR, 1 BA, new
kitchen,
hardwood
floors close to IstSU,
attached garage, no
pets 711 Payne 8t.
$475 per month
270-293-3710
•ri •

3 BR. 2 BA, 1.600 841 ft
maufactured
2001
home Walk-in closets,
fireplace, garden tutu.
dishwasher, w/d, 2 out
teldgs.. deck, corner lot
3 mi from town 270240-4834

C.

i sg:
rj

Subscribe to the
a

EASY QUALIFY- Do
you own or have
access to land' Zero
down on a new Clayton
home
FREE
APPROVAL
731-584-9429,
280
Ikalls Homes Fall;

RESPONSIBLE long
term renters seek 2 BR
QUIET,
house.
CLEAN, PET FRIENDLY, country or city, reasonable rent (270)
753-1495.

Rental Property -8c
Property Management
Services available
Call 761-7355
wens Iconenrocaresincorn

3 BR house, C/H/A. 1,
2. & 3 BR Apt 7531252. 753-0606, 7613694.

1981 14X70
F)eetwood, Stella
Area. $57.000
753-9477

RENT to own or f-or
sale 2BR. 2 Bath
16x70. garage &
screen house, 3 minutes from lake &
resorts & free boat
ramp. Hunters & fisherman's dream or anyone who enioys the
lake. New Concord
area $40,000
(270)436-6367

Realty & Reiital

LEDGER&TIMES
Local MidiHaw Delivery
3ea-$30.10
--631.1111
ma
3
$33.611
6...
6 ma
I yr. ---$163.611
I yr..--1116.10
I

alliser
subwri
All
MI
ptie•

Rest of KY/TN
RIK lumw I

I 3
I yt....----6126.06
I
i Meek

3 me.----MOO
6
1 yr -.4145.0

Money Order

I
I St. Address_
I City

Visa

I
I
. I
1
_ . .-.. I
I
.

M/C

--

Zip
I State
I
Dos-time Pb
I
Mail thif, coupon with payment to
I
I
Murray Ledger & limes
I
P.0, Box 1040
1
Murray, KY 42071
a
Or call 12701 753-1916
U

I
I
I
I
I
a
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CLASSIFIEDS

22, 2008

Murry Ledger &

Lind A lit ii0/1
\\ \\N kk)solute
Q.31.,2.0, 08

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, May 24, 2008•10 a.m.

stusaay,May,

411 North 18th Street • Murray
I.ocated hct.Yeen 94 West & College Farm Rd.

& 3 Dark Fire Tobacco Karns
At PPORTINt. I n t RCS 01 MRS FINE TVR111.0
Fitton! Eu. arms IIH & I It Schrader ltd.. Sedalia. KY
.t,tnla. AlU,, 545t1,iChow...owe/ NI,. keil.
thlo To
I. Prik
Iol
17y I Airs
Seared., Woad 1,411 thinoi AT rokr Met 141 W 1. Tr.
TN.,
(
)1.1 ir T. Hwy IMS
Period"' The It0000 (amid" Fenn

See auction signs.
Nice 4 pc bedroom suite - nice table & chairs %Willett:hulg bullet
large oak school teacher desk glass door china cabinet - 2 book
cases - rocker - 2 set ol dishes - other glass & china - Wagner cad!
iron pieces - pots & pans - small kitchen appliances - figurines
what nin items - washer & dryer - nice trost tree refrigerator- nice
upright freezer. picnic table - (2)grills - tools - mulcher with vat.
uum - table saw - leaf blower - weed eater and much more.

Farm./ !.ucatjcn Bell Citv Road.).or rt they /04.1
T/e. Woo Toon
Auction sin NI bold on Taxi 2

For more information and vimr Out non need% plume 4./5-4144.

tu 18 Till( k

DAN MILLER 435.4144. DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
TERRY 0. PASCHALL 767-9223 .
.
BROKER & AUCTIONEER

WORK

[he Bell City Commune) at 'fri-City, KY

COlilhind11011\

waist./ LEVEL ORAVES COUNTY FARNESS°, FENCED
AND CROSS FENCED, RECREATIONAL eiorritro LAMM

WITH A A
D A INVENT. ROAD FRONIAGES ON HWY 1466. SCHRADER ROAD AND
SELL CITT ROAD. WOODED TRACTS ADJOINING TERRAPIN CHEEK NATURE PRESERVE'

Tracts Range From .5 Acres Up To 377 Acres
MAKE THE COMBINATION THAT BEST FITS YOUR NEEDS!!!
N4i3erUt31314 5118‘40.
(her 221 kcres MIA& Arne aft Late:is re• eare we Lew* aWO t ews MaarMae
Cardliorer 10313 IF
..7m1.M5 him 2214 Nee MOM kihrae sienie,iis
04 540 esa
Vitati am Mez Wear MO IL One Cel Awe ewe Sine s Bee Hoe %ea.YAW IMAM 19 11 lam
it( 11114111)
dab Ora A's..' 3Pete Bei% .s.SWW fore Mara MOW VOW IS. Caw tese
i•roductise suit Om raw Weresa omit*lieftkallatIMISAMOWsi Yak.reales ha matinee helm
Fee 111e Noire cony • orde-offlele-41/10IMO as.noei
REAL ESTATE TERMS 15.,•• Down OW.!Sale Balance in 30 Days A 10ezetts Premier web"*Med ic NW leis red
se wayact sae pore PERSONAL PROPERTY Ceeri Dag IN S.Oineri BIM Left( C klor Wite Chasm
www.barrisauctinins.com
Call For I/et:tiled Ilrochure or \

Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn #1281 Firm :2333
fl'4 Service Doesn t Coq If

PUBLIC AUCTION
Monday Memorial ljay May 26•9 a.m.
At the Dan Miller Auction Barn ill Isom Grose,
f'eeth Alaylkild take Hwy.1111or 121 through Coldwater, turn south onto
Hwy. 1836 follow to auction. From Murray. Ky. take Hwy.94 West to
Lynn (;roce. See auction signs.
This auction will start at 9 a.m, on the shop tools.
bobalt roll around tool hi,, small Kohalt tool box 4 drawer work bench type
- DeWalt 4 piece set 18 V with charger - wrenches & tools - nice nietal wort
extenbench - bottle jack - other tool hoses - hand & yard tools - step &
sion. ladders- nice 4 wheel yard cart - nice C'olenian gas grill - basketball goal
- Mortise cabinets good old cameras by Kodak and many other shop items.
Truck topper - aluininunt truck tool box - nice 6' wide x 10' long single axle
brit trailer - bumpy hitch Antiques. very old bulk seed In candy cabinet with
10 glass front doors - fine small oak ice Isis • very old cash register 011 a cabmet • 4:00-010 clocks - nice Mantel clock - wall clock - nice pictures & Name,
sloe,, tugs - Wagner & (iriswald cast iron pieces - nice International pedal
tractor nice lighted Marlbons sign. Toni's toasted peanut cabinet sith glass
copper boiler - old wood boxes - bean /u. potato baskets - baby bed - old
spoke wagon wheel - 1 Ward Westerfield 22 pump rifle %Ayr barrel - Stems
inodel .311 double Ivutel 410 Savage Arms Corp. 1 Royal-gun works -lielgiuni
double bamd 12 pa rabbit ears 74725E103 - 1 -Ithaca lb ga. pump Feather Lite
Model 37 - automatic 9 MM Malaise Gemiany AX337 61 1(100 g clips •
Bluegrass shotgun single barrel - other old guns - 5 52 00 bills - 43 silver certificates - 95 Yamaha 350 4 Wheeler looks & runs good. Glass, lot of good old
glass & china over NO pieces (If green & pink Depression glass - pie birds - set
of china cut glass lead crestor pieces - cookbooks - more cast iron pieces - 3
Areal breakfast sets, Queen bed- recliners - odd chain. - nice sofa. F.F refrigerator A. side by side freezer - electric cook stove - 2 like new gas heaters schisil Sri.k - office desk
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available
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ABSOLUTE ESTATE AUCTION
•

•
•

24 —10:00AM

•

SATURDAY, MAY
Real astate Sells At 11(00AM

180 GROVE LANE, MURRAY. KY
omacroNo:From Murray Take Hwy da East Approximalely 5 Miles To

;

3-PARTY
YARD SALE
1175 JOHNNY
ROBERTSON RD N.
BEHIND HOUSE
FRt & SAT
7AM-?

• Grove Lane. Turn Right. Property is Located On The Left Signs Posted,
Oak table/6 chairs.
ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE: 3 an, 1 BA Horne WI 2 Car Garage On 1/2 Acre *
* For More Information Cantedt Austin Auction Service 270- 7054859 Or ;
matching china cabi• Wilkerson Ronny 270-705-07113.TIUM: 1W
,Down Payment Day OF Sale, •
net, girls clothes 0-2T
;Balance One With Deed Within 30 Days. Possession At Closing, Tares Pro- ;
& shoes. comforters,
* Rated Make Inspections Prior To Sale NO BUYER'S PREMIUM Real Es- *
dishes, WOMOMS &
• tate Offered lerth Vialkerson Realty Franklin J Wilkerson, Broker PER- *
;
Wit
Car
00,000 Miles. Bier Club
; BONAL PROPERTY: 2001 4 Cyl Corte-, CE
men's clothing. misc.
* Golf Cart WiCharger, 6 X 10 Tilt Trailer, Boat Trailer HO4,SE/4(1LO Whirl *
* pool Side X Side Refrigerator . Maytag Electric Range NeCer Top, Amana •
* Washer & Dryer, Upright Freezer: Sm. Corner Cabinet. Dining Table Wit ;
3 PARTY
a Chars, Bakers Rack, lighted Curio Cabinet. Entertainment Center, Neat- a
YARD SALE
al Mg Tables, Gilder Rocker & Stool; Recliner, Odd Tables, Old Cedar Chest, *
; Queen Size Sleigh Bed; 3 TV's, Night Stands, 1930's Chest Of Drawers; ; 1321 OLIVE BLVD
DAN MILLER 435-4144. DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
• 110 Air Conditioner Quilt Rack, Computer Software Filing Cabinets Of- a
SATURDAY
ince Equip , Christmas Collectable's: Several Lg Remote Controlled Vehl•
TERRY D. PASCHALL 767-9223
7:00-9
idea, 2 Aquariums. Kitchen Items & Appliances. Lamps, Pictures & Morel •
TOOLS: Framing•Finish Nail Guns, Band Saw, Craftsman Roll Around
Furniture,
BROKER & AUCTIONEER
Tool flosi, Drill Press, SeIVOtec Sander. Dries & Hand Tools. Gas Powhousehold items,
• ered Pressure Washer. 2 Elise Power Washers. Nara Feed 1Nelder, Stick
Licensed & Bondedqn KY 8, Tenn #1281 Firm 2333
lawn Sums
• Welder, Propene Cutting Torch Devratt Power Miter Saw, MataliMasonry
•
t Cw,t It P.11, k
n
Saw. Penchi* Air Comp , 3 Alum Ladders, Alum Walk Board 2 talivielclothes, glassware
• borrows, 3 Vented Truck Tarp*, Crafts Lew Transit, Crafts Shop vac,
arid much more.
• Chem Hoist. The(lama.is Full' LAWW &GARDEN. 2 yard Carts. Yard •
NO EARLY
Walton, Weed lidera leaf Worm , Crafts Self Propelled Padavar Murray
a
&
Tools
Rend
Furniture
Lawn
a PIMP Mewer-, 10 HP Snapper Riding Mower,
SALESI
• Morel LIMB,Cash Or Good Check Day Of Sale Concessions Available *
; Bring A Chair See www ematinouctIonaervice.com for pictures & curtails, ;
•
MOVING SALE
1519 BETHEL
•
k
*
•
*
•
*
•
•
•
ROAD
THURSDAY,
MONDAY. MAY
ST. RT. 97 MAYFIELD, KY
FRIDAY AND
RALPH AUSTIN. AUCTIONEER -Ili,. P2471 .
SATURDAY
6:00-12:00
270-705-4859 ,
: 98 NORTH MAIN, BENTON. KY 42025 ;
Furniture, toys.
WWVV.AUSTINIAUCTIONSERVICE.CONI
:
Estates:
-2
A Quality Antique Sale of 450+ Items Inside
clothes and
: Boats: Jet Ski; Mowers, Antiques. Collectibles. House- :
household items.
: hold: Lawn & Garden: & 1005 Of Box Lots Outside! :
Everything
must go!
9100AM- Outside Ring Starts With Antiques & Collectibles;:
o•
: Than Household; lawn & Garden; Box lots & More! A Full : k. ilkisscousxru .11.11JCIIMICOM )
Day Of Selling Rein Or Shine- Bring A Chair For This Sale! :
4-FAMILY
Auction Of 450* Lots! A Large

2—RING AUCTION

.MUitI

i
26-9:00AM
:
HOUSE
AUCTION
: BENTON

uCTION SERVICE

Thursday Evening, June 5th - 7:00 F.M.
10;00AM Quality Antique
Msliatbra & Leto Alfred Janes Faun
Selection Of Nice Victorian & Country Furniture; Beautiful
Near NIairway. Kaaltaallky
Lamps & Lights; Paintings, Prints & Bronzes; Fine GlassDexter - Hardin Community
ware; Pottery, Quilts; Toys; Vintage Postal Items, Store DaiFronting Hwy 1346 And Peeler Road
. punts & Other Advertising; Good Country Smalls & More! r
East On
* • =mem- Lg. Items- Boats; Mt SKI; Vehicles & Mowers. : From Murray, KY Take Hwy 641 North 7 Mules To Dexter. Proceed
Miles From

Absentee & Phone Bids Accepted Cash Or Good Check Day Of ;
; Sale New Out Of Stale Buyers Must Provide Current Bank Letter If
• Paying By Check No Buyer s Premium 6% Ki Sales Tax Collected •
; Without Valid Resale Number All Bidders Photographed At Regis•
tratoon Smoke-Free Facility With Lunch Available
•
•
2911±PIEINUISS.4LISTIFLS AA WHIATI arDATAILOAHL
•
•
:
OM
wWVV.AUSTINAUCTIONSERVICE.C
•

AuSliN AUCTION S' RV
ST. RT. 97 MAYFIELD. KY
RALPH AUSTIN. AUCTIONEER Luu

• n

P14 7 1

270-705-4859
WWW AUSTINAUf THYNNERVUE ( OM

Hwy 1346 Cross Over Hwy 1824 And Proceed On East 3
Hardin, KY At The Jci 01 "Hwy 641 & 402' Take Hwy 641 South 1 5 Miles
Tc Hwy 1346 Cross Over Hwy 1824 And Proceed On East 3 Miles
4 Mlles VI11161 Ohms New Hwy NI Four Lane • North Central Calloway County
se.
Ark511e* IW-IIM
—. oe
hi 3 Tracts; And COnstilivatiosis
ROLLING & BOTTOM LAND • HOMESTEAD SEMNOS
Small Farm Tracts Of
40.730 Acres • 22.756 Acres • 53.592 Acres
What A Great Opportunity

Just A Short Drive North Of Murray, KY
Barns - Fences - Grazing - New Survey
Trie Cum. Area Of Treats 1 fli A Are Selling IllidAsied To The
Illiineer Shall
Agriculture Tenant IIMIe Per ZOOS.
Plairaikee The Landlords ramify Of The Crop Income( 35% Dena Del Cif sae, Balsam Ile Nilo* • As thewes mesa=)
ahhe tows we-jesevesdoildi orea ems melte - am am errs
77.0 Allagollefese• WIII Mar lefatagjr Alt

thoselln No_plor IG_ommunIty Cantor
Koosmalt EA CsDo
NO ano s-edi M ors

4 BR house with 2 BA
$750/mo Located o
Hwy 464 on developing
subdivision
rues
KirkseY, 2 years old
and in great condition
CalL270-994-0401
4 BR, 2 BA,- brick.
remodeled.
newly
hardwood floors Close
to MSU 1655 Ryan
Ave No pets $800
monthly 270-293-4602
2
BEAUTIFUL
washer,
Bedroom,
dryor. central AC,
smoke and pet tree,
wood and tile floors
603 Vine St $595/mo
226-8006.
QUAINT Farm House,
roomy 3+BR, C/H/A, all
appliances. 10 minutes
from Murray. Quiet
country setting No
pets $600 per month
489-2534 before 9pm

JA

ASF Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-76614

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

CASH
VIES R,.
ESTATE BRuKER

& REAL
FANCY FARM. KY- 27,0-623-8466
i t q '.;/ t t /AA.; A 1,1( 7 UM

. AUCTIONEER
11 '7;••,'.7

RIC

R

AI your needs
located by
,moo radio station
'

• '270-753-5562

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
721) S. 4TH ST.
Conner a 121 S &(amble.
BRIO $25 10xI5
12701436-2524
12701293-6906

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536

NEON BEACH
Mitil•STOIRAGE
•All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
.Security alarmed
•Sate & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
IISPACE HAVEN
ndoor Mini Sit
.Clintate Control
*No Lease
207 South 7th St.
763-STOR

52X40 clean-up shop
W/ office, fenced in
behind shop 293-6430

Registered
AKC
Lataptips for sale Call
270-293-2645 leave
message if na

COMMERCIAL property with 1,500 sg. ft
building located on
121N inside city limits,
$1,200 month. available June 15th, Call
753-2225

BENGAL spotted leopard kittens, ready now
$350. (270)703-5877

OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location 753-2905.
293-1480
40'x48',
SHOPS
40'*40', gas heat, insulated., 12 h. walls
Located 406 Sunbury
Circle. Murray Call
Carlos Black
270-436-2935.

The Place to
Start.... Murray
edgei & Tiros

271Zriitaz,iimmiir KY

From Hwy 45 Al Continental Tea, Take 'Key 8Ortorn Rd'
Hwy 1276 Weal 14 MI* To Caner Re Proceed North
2'10 Milis. - • PaMedi

Nut' Honor : Clii.ility Antiques
Plus 9 Acres Al Wheel, NY
A Wall Meintalmo Koine In A Great Setting
Comfortable Specious Rooms •Two Full Slams
Beautiful Inground Pool All Sausage On 1 Acre
Noon!
Repel Estalve Soils At 1200.‘1118Ailllinittillilliss, 1141111011111114111

areauffAri - Quality Antlquas
wwwJameerseelli.00m for Pictures,
11 Piece, Of Beautiful Laken flostreil Furniture
Secretary (Limited Production) Including
Queen Bed - Two Chest,3 Drawer - Dresser
With Oval Mirror - Chest Of Drawers Lingerie
Chest - Quirt Style Hope Chest - Dressing
Mirror And Two Side Chairs "All In Wonderful
Condition" • Antique - Perfect Condition Oak
Harvest Dining Suite. Table w/6 Chairs. Buffet
& Hutch • Antique Osii Kitciwn Cabinet w/Flour
F340 - FINNIC1 Condition • Primitive Antique
Welnut Corner Cupboard • Tin Door Pie Safe •
Primitive Desk • Mart*, Top Tables • Leather
Sole • Oak Coffee Table • Love Seat Bench •
Cherry Trunk Table • Wood Desk • Cookie Jar
Collection • Lance Jars • Cats Paw Pottery •
Currier & Ivies Oishware • Antique
Collectible Pottery and Glassware • Cup &
Saucer Collection • Thomas Kincado Prints •
Lamps• Linens • Nascar Collectibles • Lots Of
Kitchen & Household Colletctibles &
Miscellaneous r Computer Miscellaneous• File
Cabinets • Refrigerator w/Top Freezer • Chest
Freezer • Washer • Drri•• Gas Cook Stove •
Treadmills • Lots 01 Very Nice Pool & Yard
Furniture • Wood Yard Play Gym • 10)06
Portable Building And Much More!!
Complete Settlement Day Of Salon

R. CASH
JAMES
.1e,,
.le .
1.,.
RV
Tent Sas

AM Sib

YARD SALE

MOVING SALE
RAIN OR SHINE

2863 ST RT

304 CALLOWAY

121S

FRIDAY AND

ST., HAZEL
SATRUDAY

FRIDAY

Antique's, furniture

AND

and household
SATURDAY

items.

INSIDE
MOVING SALE
300 Cambridge Dr.
Thursday-Monday
7:00-7
(270473-2479
EXO4M.1110
equIpMertt, king size
bed, large mirror,
couch, lamps, books,
ab lounge, huge
Stereo system.
(dot Ebay
collectibles

YARD SALE
64 CAIN OR,
841 N„ 464 W
2 1f2 MILES, 3RD
ROAD ON RIGHT.
•
FRIDAY
7:00-?
SATURDAY
7:00-3:00
Go-cart, 4-wheeler,
girls 4T clothes.
microwave.
lots of misc

MOVING YARD SALE

FRI & SAT
6:30AM till
5:00PM

Furniture, tools,
household items,
Clothing
4-FAMILY
YARD SALE
2045 HOPKINS Pd.
off 641N turd
on left off Charley
Millw Rd
Watch for signs
Thor, 22nd lk
Fri 23rd 6.30 to??
Baby items wills
househtad items
able and 4-riores
something or everyone

YARD SALE
205
Beasley Rd
Pirates Cove
Resort area,
watch for signs.
Fri & Sat
7:00
14" band sawalmost new, Old
round wood table,
37' vanity top, lots of
good items

%lurra

•
ANNC

.6th A,
Alpaca
2008
Scott
0.)S25)
Kentuci
AdmiaS
Hands
informa
Llamas,
demon!
8 5 7
dbeaud
OM

•Divorc,
dren
with chi'
FREE
docume
and mi
agreern
and pro
888-781
•One or
One an
time a
Making
a 25-wr
70 Ker
pers for
more ir
I
tact
depart°
newspa
1-502-2
A

.2 Bair
Auction
May 21
home,
building
boat
acres
Point h
and Au
239-77'
srealest
El
F,

•SAWM
ONLY
Convert
VALUAI
with yot
portable
log skit
able,
sawmill
FREE
800-57t
FA

-Dirt Ch
CaMn t
Barn Mc
and b
Flats,
Floorint
Contein
Framinc
845-961
hamlum

HE!

94E 8mi
Tura, Fri & Sat

Table w/4 chairs, sofa & chair, gun
cabinet,(amps, cookbooks, pictures,
TV's, antique car, bed w/chest,
storage cabinets, air compressoi,
pressure spray. tools, work bench,
crafts, computer w/printer, glassware,
riding mower, lots of misc.,
come get a bargain.

1927

DOG Obedience
436-2858

Horse boarding pas
ure or Mall or both
$125 a month. Located
n Almo area 270-759
4994, 270-293-7315.

LUTE AUCI10140
NO MINIMUMS' NO RESERVATIONS'
Illoollowillogg IAnr 311111, 10100 A.M.

RADIO RD.

,

1850 St Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071

All rixer to

YARD SALE

al i°1117effl n Jr,!1'I

g ti.rill'it

YARD SALE
333 JAGUAR DR
94 EAST TO 280 FOLLOW SIGNS
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Grand opening of K&G Crafts Store
featuring Shaker crafts and other
beautiful wooden articles. Yard sale
includes woodworking tools and a
variety of misc. items.

GARAGE SALE
1061 SHORT RD., ALMO
2ND LEFT AFTER COLDWATER
BBO ON NORTH 841. FOLLOW SIGNS.
SATURDAY
7:03-7
Xbox 360. Wend° 64 (green), brand new
baby bed, bassinet, playpen, baby/toddler
clothes, maternity clothes women's.
men's and children's clothing and shoes.
T.V 's, other household items and many
more baby items.

TRUCK LOAD SHOE SALE

*Homebusines
hours.
$1000/
$2,000while ki
rent la
WNW IC',

•POLIC
tam ui
bonus
your tel
a lead(
Nation.
GO-GU

•Sulliva
(Laying
Assista
Manage
years
ence, p
er skills
with ins
ment/ p
tern. a
pounds
degree
Send re
letter to
iivan out
Harrod'
t.eningl
FOE

INS1

•Attend
from h
'Busine
•Compi
Justice
assista
availabl
if gush
8 5 t
www

800 SOUTH 4TH STREET
THURSDAY. FRIDAY
AND SATURDAY

[gra

10:00-6:00
YARD SALE
2173 ROB MASON
ROAD
TAKE 121N PAST
FAIR GROUNDS
1ST ROAD ON
LEFT. FOLLOW
SIGNS.
SATURDAY
7:00-7
Clothing, toys,
books, decorative
items, lots of misc.

MEN, WOMEN AND

Y1°
12

CHILDREN'S SHOES

CC

\RI) 11 ,\1 1 (-)
,s.t. 1 1 1 (1\
NI'\ I I)\(,1

01
dor

lug(
12
hi

& limes

CLASSIFIEDS

Nturray Ledger & Times

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
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atom R(so eerie
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Setting
Baths
1 Acre
roof

games
itutrost
urniture
ction) Dresser
engene
lressing
inderful
on Oak
1, Buffet
w/Flour
Antique
Safe •
Loather
Bench •
eoe Jar
°defy •
tntlque
Cup &
Prints •
Lots Of
.les &
zs• File
• Chest
Stove •
& Yard
10x 16
Sale!!

leis

SALE

SHINE
OWAY

ZEL
AND

DAY
umiture

.ehold

-••••
ALE
I OR.
164 W
iS, 3RD
RIGHT.

DAY
:00
wheeler.
lothes.
ave.
nisc

r, gun
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ench,
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fIGNS
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d sale
and a
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SIGNS.

ind new
eta:Idler
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shoes,
1 many
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"Can you dig it?'
Heavy
Equipment
.8th Annual Llama & School 3wk training
Backhotis
Alpaca Dais. May 24 program
2006 noon to Ipm Bulldozers, Trackhoos
lob
Local
placement
Scott County Parks
(US25). Georgetown asst Stan digging dirt
Kentucky
Free now 866-362-6497
Admission & Parking
'Training is available in
"Hands On' Farm Day.
KENTUCKY through an
information and sales of
NCCER
accredited
Llamas, Fiber, Shearing
operator
equipment
demonstrations 502program.
training
8 5 7 - 9 1 0 0
Employment
dbeaudin 14 Ohotmail c
Assistance Financing
OM
available
options
*Divorce without chil- www.amhetcom 1-866American
dren S95.00. Divorce 280-5836
Equipment
with children $95. With Heavy
Training
FREE name change
documents Iwile only)
LIVESTOCK/LIVEand mantel settlement
STOCK FOR SALE
agreement Fast, easy
and professional Call 1- *Central
Kentucky
888-789-0198
Premier Heifer Sale
Saturday, June 7. 2008
*One order. One check,
1 OOPM Marion County
One smart move! Save
Selling
Fairgrounds
time and money by
calving
(120) Fall
making one call to place
Hollers and (30) 2nd
a 25-word classified In
Cows. David
Calf
70 Kentucky newspaCKPHS
Sandusky,
pers for only $250. For
Chairman (270)692more information. con7793
classified
the
tact
department of this
PET/PET SUPPLIES
newspaper or call KPS
JACK(R)
*HAPPY
1-502-223-8821
Sardes II, greaseless.
AUCTIONS
odortess way to treat
on dogs without
.2 Barren River Lake mange
Southern
Saturday. steroids. At
Auctions:
www happy.
May 24M. 4 bedroom States.
coo,
jackinc
home, boat dock, 4
building lots, each with
REAL ESTATE
nt 454boat dock
Opening Sale'
itirand
acres near Bailey's
Point Mills Real Estate Saturday. May 31st! Is
and Auction Co. 270- acre lake access lust
includes
www.mill- $29.900239-7711
FREE boat slips' On
srealestateauction.com
160,000 acre recreEQUIPMENT
in
lake
ational
FOR SALE
Kentucky. Save $5000
FROM GUARANTEED! Prime
*SAWMILLS
lakefront
ONLY
52.990.00-- dockable
Lowest
Convert your LOGS TO available.
VALUABLE LUMBER financing in 25. years.
Call
now
see!
to
with your own Norwood Be 1st
portable band sawmill. 1-800-704-31S4, x1819
Log skidders also availTRAVEL
www.norwood•
able
se wmills.com/300N - •DESTIN. FORT WAL
FREE information: 1- TON BEACH SOUTH
PANAMA
800-578-1363-E el 300- WALTON,
CITY & PORT ST JOE.
N
FLORIDA. Best selecFARM ITEMS
tion of beach cottages.
Dirt Cheap Prices! Log homes & condos. On'
Reservations.
Cabin Siding. Hemlock !In a
Barn siding, Fence post rirs•ev SouthernResorts.
and boards. Wagon com 800 737.2322
Hardwood
Flats,
TRUCK DRIVERS
Cargo
Flooring,
HELP WANTED
Containers. Treated &
Framing Lumber. 1 -877- •Attn Drivers: HOME
www.gra- WEEKENDS!
845-9663
GET
hamlumber.com
PAID 406 PER MILE.
Tarp Pay & 6% Bonus!
HELP WANTED
COL-A & 6 mo, flatbed
*Home-based Internet asp req'd. W.V.T. 800Flexible 246-6305 enrev.veztonbusiness.
hours. Earn $500- line corn
PT,
month
51000/
Class-A & B
52.000-55,000 FT. Start •CDL
Training. Employment
while keeping your curAssistance Get PRErent lob FREE details
HIRED and Go to Work!
erivw K348.com
Tuition Reimbursement
*POLICE OFFICERS and finance options
520.000
a
to
available
up
Earn
bonus Train to protect WNW)toted.corn 1-866Truck
your fellow Soldiers be 244-3644
a leader in the Army Amenca Training.
National Guard 1 -800'CDL Drivers: Get
GO-GUARD com/police
Miles' Get Home' Solo
University drivers up to $1 ,000/wk
*Sullivan
seeks
to
up
Teams
(Lexington)
Majority
Bookstore 52,500/wk.
Assistant
Manager Requires two Drop-N-Hook Excellent
Benefits' 800-506-9721
years related aspen
ence. proficient comput- www.lkam.com
er skills and experience
•55Class-A Drivers$5
with inventory manageTerminals in Clarksville
ment/ point of sale sysTN, Owensboro and
tem, ability to lift 50
Georgetown KY areas
Associate
pounds
Flatbed freight, planned
preferred
degree
reloads excellent pay.
Send resume and cover
benefits, home weekletter to menkins sulends, must be able to
livan edu or HR. 2355
base lentilRoad commute to
Harrodsburg
nal. Call 888-317-9264.
Lexington KY 40504
EOE
'Delta Career Academy
Currently Enrolling local
INSTRUCTIONAL
students for 16 day
'Attend College Online Class-A COL training
from home 'Medical. 5800-5850 avg starting
Business, •Paralegal. pay
Second
'
60
'Computers, 'Criminal Approval
800-883placement
0171
Justice Job
assistance. Computer
*Driver- 55K Segn-On
available. Financial Aid
Bonus for expenenced
if qualified. Call 866teams Dry Van & Temp
8 5 8 - 2 1 2 1
control Solo Lanes also
www CereuraOnline.co
available 0/0s 8 COLANNOUNCEMENTS

r

Yalta*

YARD SALE
121 N. 1 1/2 MI
WEST
COLD WATER
FRIDAY
8:00-?
Old windows.
doors, shelves,
showcase.
luggege carrier,
12x16 storage
building. lots
of junk.

I

A Grads welcome Call
Covenant (888)884 2519 EOE
Bynum
*DriverTran sisifit •
Qualified
drivers needed for
Regional & OTR positions
grade
Food
tanker, no hazmat or
pumps. great benefits,
competitive pay, new
866-GOequipment
BYNUM Need 2 years
experience
*Driver- CDL-A. The
Grass Is Greener at
PTL. Students with CDL
excellent
Welcometraining Co Drivers
Earn up to 46eprn
Owner Operators Earn
1 21eprn 22yrs of age.
12mos OTR No Forced
Northeast! Co. Drivers
800-848-0405
call
0.0perators call 877www pti774-3533
inc.00rn

Murray Iad..b flew. Salt
Housing Act Noah•
adooliwO hereto
All nil
kubied h. rts tvdcrol lair
whnh make, it
llouking
illegal hi adsertisr an, l
lontialion oh doanmina.
'"eno.
by nawd is in. toku
qa.
glop ws. handkap
Or inten
his Of naliona!
lion to make an, ,wh meter
erns,!mutations or dommina
eon
State lawn lorbid die ornmation
in the %ale metal of advertising
ol real estate bawd oe Worn in
addition to 'how mg/nu-tell
under federal law
Pm will kimwingl, 6.s.pl an,
adverloing tor nul esiair
o not ,...lation of iaw All
lemon. are herd, informed
that all dwelling, a:hilted hm
ailable.si au sphil opoi
nov hams
o oh I
I or further
Iliniung Ad,milking
trent. otela. 1 Is A A I'
!Aden 11111 nes hor
•

*Knight Transportation'
IN
Indianapolis.
Division- Knight has the
small company "family'
feel you desire & the
Strength"
"Financial
you deserve' 'Daily Pay
'Good Home Time
'Med/ Vision/ Dental/
40IK '2008 or new
trucks. 4mos OTR
experience required
888-346-4639. Owner
800-437-5907
ops
www knighttranecorn
Drive,
Truck
*No
Experience Needed
Earn your CDL as yor,
drive Company- pain
dnver training. Work for
Wit-Trans Trucking and
be OTR in three weeks
888-428-6374 Must be
23
*So you want to own
your own truck? It's the
LEASE we can do Of
Regional/ CA Milos
Lease purchase '06-05
Volvos 1-800-826-1402
www cfsi com
'Want Home Weekly
with more pay? Run
Ohio
Heartland's
$ 45/mile
Regional'
company drivers $1.32
12
Operators!
for
months OTR required.
Heartland Express 1800 - 4 4 1 - 495 3
wwwheartlandexpress.corn

MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE
PURDOM RD.
BETWEEN 94
AND HWY 60
FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY
7:00-3:00
Toddler bed.
boosters, toys, boy
clothes size to.
pusher mower
(needs work), lost of
good stuff!

TWO bedroom 1 bath
each side, freshly
r °modeled. . ore side
has double carport
Great location.
5141,900.00. Cal! for
further information.
753-2905 or 293-8595.
1111!Preyelas &Ifs

Calhoon Construction, LLC

CONSTRUCTION, INC 1,1

Additions, Windows, Siding,
Painting, Flooring, Roofing,
Decks, Concrete
& Repairs

270-752-0313
(

ner (.antracta

Lake Ru k man

Residential Construction of
Remodeling
New Homes, Additions
•Guaranteed profeasional & reliable service
'Insured
•Uompetitive & reasonable pricing

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

HOUSTON ELECTRIC a ALARM

AHART'S

1227-3574
Call fur • Free Estimate

KOONKfty and Camera Poste=
Plre Alarm Inspaction
Illectriest ConstructionMepalr
Peet Response Santee 11417

•VISfigel

Auto Pets
sere For SW

GREAT cattlethorse
farm wicreek bottom.
op quality land, small
wooded area Fenced
w/great pasture, year
around water, 50,000
*Drivers- Competitive bushel bin w/drying
Pay, Great Home Time. floor. Abundant wildlife
Van and Flatbed Fleets. w/excellent potential
Recent for trophy buck. Great
Accepting
site Blacktop
Grads, 23 YO, I yr OTR, building
approximately
SmIthway frontage
CDL-A.
5-miles east of Hazel,
IVCAO• Apress 988-619,KY. Additional acreage
7607 www.smer, corn
available 5270.000.
'Drivers: Don't Miss (318)773-8406
This. Sign-On Bonus
35-42 cpm. Earn over
weekly.
$1000
benefits. 1637 Miller Street
Excellent
Need CDL-A and 3 mos Murray, KY, Brick 3 BR
recent OTR. 600-635- 2 1/2 BA, sunroom
garage
detached
8669
remodeled in 2002 lots
•Drivers- Home week- of storage space, wired
ends & Great pay! with CAT 5 wire for
Company or Lease high speed Internet
Purchase. Paid vaca- and networking contion, premium benefits. nections, 2 blocks to
270COL-A & 3 mos even- MSU campus
once reced. Call 800- 559-4071
441-4271 eKY-100
3 BR. 1 BA house, 1
block from Murray
Immediate
'Driverscampus.
State
Hiring! Regional & OTR
Recently remodeled
available
positions
1,400 sq ft hardwood
NOW! COL-A with tank floors, double driveend. regd. Top pay. pre- ways.
$82,500.
mium benefits. Call (502)387-6054 Buyers
877-484-3061 or visit agents
commision
us at www.oekleytrans- honored
porecorn
'Guaranteed Weekly
Settlement Check Join
Lease
Wit-Trans
Operator program. Get
the benefits of being a
lease operator without
any of the Risk. 688229-8712. Must be 23.

REDUCED!
LAKE house. Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage. waterfront la with trees.
storage shed, floating
boat dock. concrete
ramp
boat
Call
S248,500.00.
753-2905 or 293-8595.

RICKMAN

GRAVEL & SAND
We sell & deliver red gravel, pea
gravel. large wash rock, dirt and

sand.
Approx. 9 miles on 641

N. of Murray
to Charley Miller Rd., then take a
right on Hopkins Rd

753-9899 or 293-5914

gn-d

Main

*Driver CLASS-A CDL
DRIVERS & Class-B
CDL Drivers w/ Hazmat
LOCAL, REGIONAL &
OTR Job Openings in
&
KY
Louisville.
Evansville, IN 502-4521096 (2YRS RECENT
E XP
REID)
www.abdrivers.com

Yird SIN

MOVING Sale
11 Whisper Dr. West
Ridge
Center
Subdivision, 94 east to
732. go 9 miles on
right Saturday May
24th
Hide-sued couches,
recliner, flat top stove
refrigerator, BBG grill,
equipment.
fishing
t.v.'s & tools Call anytime 436-2822 or
293-7247

20. acres for sale by
owner One mile north
of campus
759-9057(home)
227-0921(c0)

Fee We

Thursday, May 22. 21108 •55

Gres Taylor
Altesniey at Lew
Castrecti,Dm*
Tates.
741-451111
ner, 3
BR,IT1 ISaBleA,bynearw
gas tire place. wood
floors, alarm, fenced
yard. 761-2527.
Open House Saturday
May 24th 9:00-1:00. 3bedroom, 1 -bath,
1200/Sq•8 Brick home
1-1/4 acres, CHA,
Large Fenced
Backyard, Patio.
$75,000 firm. 615804-7444

PSOW/1
953-3
NUN
Eiltarviene

I

I II Ill SII
It I kl I It

I

MURRAY Reel Estate
Mitsr Licensing Class
June 5-26, Weekends.
270-223-0789. Prepay
$96000 debit/credit 0
www americancareortraining.com
construction
NEW
nearing completion,
2175 sq ft. in new subdivision, 3 BR, 2 BA,
Open floor plan with
split bedrooms, 2 car
garage, large lot.
Located between Hwy
641 N and the New
Hwy 80 to Mayfield.
$155,000. 293-0139
before 8pm

2T-NewBedroom beams
in Rivereeki
Estates.
Matt Jennings
293-7872
Need to sell vow
house?
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger & limes
270-753-1910

USED TIRES
11 1', II, n( It
inotintp(i

Call 753-5606
USW VeNdesi
2004 GMC Yukon SLT.
4WD. White with tan
leather intenor. 4 door,
2nd row captain seats
and 3rd row bench
seat. Power locks, window, seats and sunroof. 81.000 miles
Excellent
$15,000
condition, one owner
Call 759-4019 (days)
753-8151 (night) or
293-8151.
Used Cas

2008 War Eagle 860
LDV 60 hp Mercury
Fourstroke Begtoot, 2
fishfinders (trolling and
console), 2 pod seats,
2 pole seats, rod/gun
box, livewell, and storage boat cover and
trailer,
Tennessee
condition,
excellent
270-753$11,500.
9342 or 978-5797.
87 Glastron 16' ski
boat, 88 HP Evinrude
with low hours, garage
excellent
kept, in
shape, economical fun
270-210-4219

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding. firewood Insured
489-2839.

;1
I I 'n;
>1 \\ \..i \I I \ I
• weekly & spcsial pick
• locally owned/operated

I AAA
I 'AI". `..1551. I
MI.M1 I I, Woo. tool,
I mil.. mom:
I rot
los nioud
AAAAA 141 C.1
Saledo.
7-1.1-.1611, W-04,11

\told,
101 Sr fit 1211N1
753 80137

Care.
Lawn
J&D
Mowing and trimming.
Free ester ales.
270-759-4994.
270-293-7315

LEM EleCtikl
I
Since 1986

2006 Maxkna, 3.5 SL.
loaded. 35,000mi
753-5731
81 Triumph Spitfire,
gored body, new top.
also hard top, new
parts, motor baskel.
270-492-6322
270-873-9436
eta
1988 Chevy
Conversion van.
53.000. 674-5971 Of
705-4000

1996
SaleFor
Siverado
Chevrolet
extended cab VO,
$3,800 obo 2000 Ford
F-250 V9 gas with ben
cover, 58.000
489-2390.
2005 Chevrolet pickup. 20,700 miles, red,
like new, carport kept.
752-0227 after 8:00prn
Ranger
Ford
01
extended cab. step
side, great condition.
$3.500 obo
270-293-8053
99 Ford Ranger supercab. 4 DR, 62K miles,
loaded sharp. $6,500
°too. 978-1548
95 Chevy Plck-up.
$2,250 293-0139
canna
MOTOR home 20-21
ft fiberglass. new 4000
generator, needs minor
repairs, cheap
759-2407
1999 32' Guestream
Innsbruck, 14' slide
out, awning. accessones Lakefront lot
(waters edge) rent pair
until 1/31/09 $9.500
830-263-1702

753-3500
McKinney
Ina. Service,*
100 N. 5th
ole boat
85 hp
and trailer Ready to
go $1,400 ratio
436-5396

I

759.1151 • 293.2783
2934781

--8-5--5---- --Dirt Cheap lawn Care
Free est. Mowing gutter cleaning, bush trimming, and more.

For Sale 95 Camaro.
V6, new lees, $2,850.
Call 489-2390.
FOR sal• repoesmeeed
2008 Nissan AltIma,
very good condition,
26.000 miles. $15.000.
Tim or Donna
270-436-6074

suers aie al
Specializing in
reshingleing and
metal morlop,
Tim Becker
(270)978-080e
1270)382-2028

i
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"
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icesed & Insured
Ln
All Jobs • big or small

7 -9562
458-2867 Lartire
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work
Al Joe's Mower ripaW
Tune-up specials
Free pick-up/delivery
in Murray. 436-2867
ALL Carpentry
Remodeling, additions,
decks. home & mobile
home repair water P.
termite damage. tile &
hardwood floors 30
yrs asp Larry Nimmo
753-2353 753-0353
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE S PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

\SILO I I
‘litkItc11
P:0111.4

PARKER Excavating
Bank gravel, fill din &
top soil.
(270)293-3252
PLUMS & LEVEL
CONSTRUCTION
"Metal Roofs Guranteed
•Reseemtar 0Some
BudderS
•Firenodeang
•FloorIng- FlOid, Jose
*Decks
'Vinyl Skiing
As home improvements
We dc ur all,
Home 109-4704
Coll 978-2381
Liconsod I Insured

Norssage
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday.
May 23. 2008:
This year, what will be paramount is
making those you work with understand how important they are.
Words won't convey the message if
actions don't follow. In general, you
will prefer to be on a one-on-one
level with people, not with groups.
This desire will he very different
and perhaps a hit uncomfortable, as
you generally are quite gregarious.
If you are single, you'll make waves
as you focus on one person after
another, You could find someone
you simply enjoy to no end, who
you want to be with all the time. If
you are attached, the more effort
you put into your bond, the better
the relationship will be. CAPRICORN helps you make money

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic,
4- Positi Ye: 3-Average: 2-So-so:
1 -Difficult

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Greer excess. Try thinking about tomorrow You might
I wonder the how and where of
getting what you want profesIRA\ I'-,
sionally. Investigate an offer that
\l I seems too good to be true Don't
turn it down either Tonight: The
Force is with you
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
ii '\\
ou could wonder
'711
about what is being offered It
B&T Masonry, fence has also been served up on a silCustom ver platter If you have a touch of
and deck
work 20 years aspen- cynicism, don't be surprised.
once. 270-474-0885. Good times are here. Loosen up
when dealing with others.
293-5642.
Options appear where there preBRANDON'S Outdoor
viously wore none. Tonight:
service
Loosen up and relax.
Mowing, yard cleanGEMINI(May 21-June 20)
up, shrubs bush hogS,**** YOU smile. and someging, Mang. mulch,
one else grins. Understanding
grading
opens up between you and a
C4270)978-0543
previously withdrawn person.
after 6'00
Whether you are looking at a
(270)436-5277
business partnership or a changNADEAU'S
ing emotional tie, you feel good
Construction
Tonight Dinner for two
*Flooring *Decks
CANCER (Juno 21-July 22)
*Vinyl siding "All
Opulent indulgence
Home Improvements
and new options will appear from
(270)918-2111
out of left field How you deal
Licensed/Insured
with someone you care about
nadeauconstruction net
creates a greater sense of wellbeing Ibis the same with others.
TRENCHING
Relax and enjoy a special friend731-782-3951
ship Tonight. Start the weekend
731-336-5288
right.
Fr•drick
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Plumbing Inc.
**** You might want to try
If reerg•ncy
another approach or do somePlumb'np S•re.ms•
-Repair •R•moe•I
thing very differently. You are full
conetruchon
of smiles. Listen io feedback
M•sler Plumb•r
licensed 8. Insured
from different people. Internalize
(270)070-1 440
ideas and suggestions. Consider
-11

- i)

TROYER'S
Construction, Pole
barns. shingles, metal
roofing Daniel Troyer
(270)804-6884
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service Free estiPhone
mates
436-2562, 227-0267

RE Mallellea II par
what is necessary, and come
from a centered place. Tonight
Be very creative
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Allow for greater give
Brainstorming
take
and
unhinges a new look or different
approach. You can do whatever
you desire, if you simply relax A
romance could be heading your
way or could be heating up
Tonight. Allow the child in you
out.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Check an investment,
especially if it involves property
or an item that concerns family
or family values Your optimism
can really make situations happen. 13e aware that optimism
doesn't necessarily equate to
success. Tonight: Happy at
home.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Speak your mind and
relax Your words fall on welcoming ears You feel as if you
cannot say anything wrong
Enjoy the openness and the
flow right now. Exchange news.
Christen the weekend with
those you care about. Tonight'
At a favorite spot.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dot.
21)
** Whether you are aware or
not, your subconscious is working overtime You are feeling out
a situation, trying to make the
legical decision and also foflow
your intuition Put these two elements together, and you'll be on
a winning path Tonight. Your
treat
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Your innate energy
and magnetism draw many.
Embedded in your actions and
words is a newfound optimism
Just be yourself and trust thet
the results will be great Decide
if it is time to make spatial
Whatever
Tonight
plans
knocks your socks off
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 13)
*** Knowing when to slow
down could be more important
than you realize. Today, perhaps
no one will toss a boulder into
your path to remind you to stop
running. You need to honor your
own needs rather than others'
nght now Tonight Vanish with a
favorite friend
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
With some extra time,
you might start thinking Stay
clear and don't mess up what
could be a direct path. Zero in
on what you want. Work with
others openly Don't read more
into their words Just go with the
flow. Tonight: Where the party
is!
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10 years ago
Public
Calloway
County
Library has announced the 1998
Program.
Summer Reading
"Readers of Round Table," for
children, ages 5 to II, according to Sandy Linn. youth services librarian.
Scott Sivills has been named

as head basketball coach for the
Calloway County High School
Lakers.
Calloway County High School

Lady Lakers won 14-12 over
Murray High School Lady Tigers
in the District Four Softball Tournament. Pitchers were Sabrina
Emerson for Lakers and Lind
sey Hoover for Tigers.

20 years ago
Published is a picture of Kentucky Department of Highways
Worker 0. Mayo stopping traffic as James Mason runs a grader across the railroad tracks at
Clarks River on Ky. 121 South,
Murray. The photo was by Staff
Photographer David Tuck.

Leonard Brown is the new
commander of H. Eddie Roberts
Jr. Post 6291 of the Veterans of
Foreign Wars.
Births reported include a girl
to Willette and Eddie Ray and
a boy to Julie and Monty McMican, May 17; a boy to Teresa

and Randy Allen, May 18.
39 years alle
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital and Convalescent Division was a "9.4 million operation last year, according to an
audit of that facility's operation.
James L. Johnson, executive
secretary of Murray Chamber of
Commerce, was the speaker at
a meeting of the Kentucky Lake
Chapter of National Association
of Retired Federal Employees
held at Woodmen of the World
building.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. James H. Allen,

40 years ago
Sp6 Billy L Higginbotham
was reported wounded in action
near Saigon, Vietnam on May
6 and is now undergoing extended treatment at Fort Campbell.
Charles F. Hines, head librarian at Murray State University
Library, spoke about -Genealogical Records That Are Available
in the Jackson Purchase Area"
at a meeting of the Calloway
County Genealogical Society held
at Holiday Inn.
Jean Blankenship, executive
secretary of Calloway County
Chapter of the American Red
Cross. was the speaker at a
meeting of the Theta Department of the Murray Woman's

Club.
50 years ago
Dr. Robert R. Martin, state
superintendent of public instruction, will be the speaker at the
commencement on June 2 and
Lt. Van Bogard Dunn of Jack-

son, Tenn, will be the speaker
at the baccalaureate service on
June 1 at Murray State University.
Mr. and Mrs. James B. Curd
will be married for 50 years
May 24.
Murray High School Tigers
won 11-3 over Caldwell County High School in the regionat
baseball tournament. Stephen
Sanders and Steve Williams were
Murray pitchers.
60 years ago
A.B. Austin was guest speaker at the Murray Training School
Junior-Senior Banquet held at
the Murray Woman's Club House.
"Mexican Fiesta" was the theme
with Bob Trevathan, president
of the class, presiding.
The Tennessee Valley Authority has scheduled a sale of land
on Kentucky Lake at public auction on June 8.

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, May 22,

Ciano, signed a -Pact of Steel'
committing the two countries to
the 143rd day of 2008. There are a military alliance.
In 1947, the Truman Doctrine
223 days left in the year.
was enacted as Congress approToday's Highlight in History:
On May 22, 1968, the nuclear- priated military and economic aid
powered U.S submarine Scorpi- for Greece and Turkey.
In 1969, the lunar module of
on, with 99 men aboard, sank in
the Atlantic Ocean. (The remains Apollo 10 flew to within nine
01 the sub were later found on [Mies of the moon's surface is a
the ocean floor 400 Mike, south- dress rehearsal for the first lunar
landing.
west of the Azores )
In 1972, President Nixon began
On this date:
In 1813, composer Richard a visit to the Soviet Union, durWagner was born in Leipzig, Ger- ing which he and Kremlin leaders signed the Anti-Ballistic Mismany.
In 1868, a major train robbery sile 'Treaty.
In 1972, the island nation of
took place near Marshfield, Ind.,
as members of the Reno gang Ceylon became the republic of
made off with $96,000 in loot. . Sri Inutka.
In 1979,Canadians voted in parIn 1907, actor-director Laurence Olivier was born in Dork- liamentary elections that put the
Progressive
Conservatives )n
ing, Surrey. England.
In 1939. the foreign ministers power, ending the 11-year tenure
of Germany and Italy, Joachim of Prime Minister Pierre Elliott
von Ribbentrop and Galeazzo Trudeau.
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Patients need
to insist on answers

Perfect dress for grooms mom
fails to get bride's approval
DEAR ABBY: I have recently gotten to know a lovely
lady I'll call 'Judith," whose
son is being unarmed in August.
Dunng a recent trip to Florida. Judith mentioned that she
was looking for a dress to
wear to the wedding and asked
where she
might find
something
The
nice.
next day, the
woman she
had spoken
to arrived
with a beautiful gown
had
Dear Abby she
worn only
once. The
By Abigail
is
dress
Van Buren
lovely and
of excellent quality. It fits and
looks perfect on Judith.
After showing the dress to
her future daughter-in-law,
Judith received an e-mail front
the young woman stating that
the dress will "clash" with her
ivory wedding dress and might
look "dirty" next to it. (The
dress is a light metallic gold.)
She also told Judith that the
purse was too gaudy.
Is it the bride's place to
tell the mother of the groom
what to wear? -- FRIEND OF
JUDITH'S
DEAR FRIEND: Tell her?
No. But to discuss her concerns with her future motherin-law would have been acceptable. The bnde-to-be's method
of conveying her concerns to
Judith was unfortunate. They
both would have been better
served had she picked up the
phone and called.
NMI

DEAR ABBY: How do you

Teilavhdisteri
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Ii. 1992, after a reign lasting
nearly 30 years, Johnny Casson
hosed NBC's 'Tonight Show" for
the last time
Ten years ago: Federal Judge
Norma Holloway Johnson ruled
that Secret Service agents could
be compelled to testify before the
grand jury in the Monica Lewinsky investigation. Voters in Northern Ireland end the Republic of
Ireland turned nut in force to cast
ballots giving resounding approval
to a Northern Ireland peace accord.
Five years ago: The U.N. Security Council gave the U.S. and
Britain a mandate to rule Iraq,
ending 13 years of economic sanctions. Annika Sorenstam became
the first woman since Babe Didrikson Zaharias in 1945 to tee off
against the men on the pro tour,
playing in the first round of the
Colonial golf tourniunent in Fort
Worth, Texas. (She missed the cut
the next day by four shots.)

politely and firmly discourage
overzealous religious solicitors
who go door-to-door? My
mother's co-worker and her husband have been coming to our
house for some time, but now
that Mom has retired, they
have increased the frequency
of their 'visits."
Every time they show up
at our door. Mont and I tell
them, "No, we're not interested, but they don't seem to
understand the meaning of those
words. They still keep coming, and when we're not home,
they leave literature on our
doorstep It's becoming irritating, and we're losing our
patience. This couple has been
'visiting' Us for at least five
years. Any ideas? -- HOUNDED IN BRITISH COLUMBIA
DEAR HOUNDED: What
took you so long to write?
The next time they show up.
greet them with a smile and
tell them, 'Thank you, but I
have already been saved." Then
firmly close the door. If you
find 'literature" on your
doorstep, toss it.
This question has arisen
before. Years ago, a helpful
reader wrote that a "courteous
young man" had ignored the
"No Solicitors" sign that was
posted. When he offered her
some religious literature, she
responded, 'You may give it
to me only if you take some
of MY literature for YOU to
read,' and handed him the
Catholic Digest. The young man
not only left in a hurry, but
didn't accept the literature or
leave any of his.
DEAR ABBY: My wife had
a wheelbarrow with a steel
wheel that had a tendency to
sink into the ground when she
was pushing a heavy load,
making it difficult for her.
recently won a large sum
of money in a lottery, and to
show my love and appreciation. I bought her a wheelbarrow with an inflatable rubber
tire so it would be easier for
her to push a heavy load. My
wife has not talked to me
since. What did / do wrong?
1110 WINNER IN THE LISA
DEAR BIG WINNER:
Congratulations on your good
fortune. What you "did" isn't
the problem. What you DIDN'T do is what has upset your
wife. You didn't ask her what
she would LIKE to have. Do
it now, and I predict she'll not
only start talking, but you'll
have trouble getting her to
stop.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
amazed at the experiences of
some of your readers who
appear to have very incompetent physicians. The people are
complaining of an ailment, yet
the doctors don't seem to take
the time to
do testing to
determine
the cause or
to refer them
to a specialist. I used to
this
think
happened
Only to older
Dr. Gott people,
where some
doctors may
By
not be conDr. Peter Gott cerned
However, I just read about a
28-year-old woman who has
pain in her lower abdomen
and her doctor only tested her
for a urinary-tract infection. I
had a similar problem and had
many tests to rule out cancer
of the reproductive organs. Do
you think it has to do with
the type of insurance a patient
has?
DEAR READER: Yes and
no. Many of my questions
come from readers who are
either too afraid or too embiuraised to ask their primary
care physicians. Or, as is often
the case, they have asked time
and time again to no avail.
Doctors can have a bad day,
as can anyone. A visit you've
waited days or weeks for with
great anticipation turns out to
be a waste of time, and you
know less than when you got
to the doctor's office When

this occurs, it is LIM to clear
the table, ask straightforward
questions and request straightforward answers. Tell your
physician if you are dissatisfied with the visit and need
better responses. If you have
tried this approach and you
are still unhappy. request a
refeiral to another physician
or specialist who can take the
time to work with you and
order appropriate testing.
You are correct that older
people often appear to be misdiagnosed or are not listened
to by some doctors. Fortunately, some physicians limit their
practices to geriatric patients.
When a senior doesn't get a
fair shake, can't be understood
or is simply confused about
medications, perhaps a change
to a geriatric specialist is appropriate. In this instance, don't
be afraid or embarrassed to
ask for a referral. Health is
an important issue.
Insurance and managed-benefit programs are often a major
consideration for people of any
age. A patient might demand .
to know everything but refuse
to undergo any testing, Cr, in
the case of managed benefits,
might be restricted in what
testing can or cannot be performed. When these issues
occur, a physician is put on
the spot and must gather all
his or her diagnostic skills to
make an appropriate decision
and recommend treatment
based solely on symptoms and
a patient history. Hopefully.
fot both the patient and the
doctor, the choices are correct.

ilmtraellitidge
The Rationale of Good Defense
North dealer.
North-South vulnerable
NORTH
•K Q 10 8 5
ni9 52
*A Q 7
OQ 10
EAST
WEST
•.14
•9 7 3 2
976 3
•A k I 10
5652
01084
•A ti 7 4 3
419 5
SOUTH
•A 6
•Q 84
frK.19.3
*K J 62
The bidding:
West
&win
East
North
Pass
2N1'
Pass
I•
3 NT
hearts.
of
ace
--Onetime lead
In moat circles, the opening lead
of an ace against a notrurnp contrect
shows a nearly solid suit missing
only one honor, and asks partner to
play that honor on the gen if he holds
it.
One purpose of dropping the
honor is to clarify its location for the
opening leader, another purpose is to
unblock the suit so that it can be run,
lithe leader's partner does not have
the honor. he gives count instead,
playing his lowest card with an odd

Dear Abby Is written by
Abigail Van Buren. also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440, Los
Angeles, CA 90069.

number of cards in the suit, and starting a high-low with an even number.
Consider this deal where Last
played the Sean three on his part.
ner's ace at trick one. Since the deuce
VAS in dummy, it was easy for West
to place East with theca low hearts
and South with the Q's-s. West now
had to decide how to try to reach his
partner's hand.
Wee* reasoned that if East had the
we of spadea he venni surely gain
the lead before deelarer could make
the contract. The only way South
could :cote nine tricks without a
spade trick would be if he held nine
cards in the minors, theoretically
impossible ort the bidding. It was
therefore pointless to lead a spade.
Weat farther reasoned that if declarer needed a diamond finesse to
score nine tricks. Last would win
with the king and Tooke the killing
heart return. A diamimd shill was
therefor also without mere.
And is. by elimination. West
found the itecession club shill that
quickly set the contract after East
took the ace and returned a heart. In
shifting to the club, West was guard.
ing against the possibility that
declarer might have the ace of spades
as
and four diamonds to the king
he actually did — arid was duly
rewarded for his incisive thinking.

Tomorrow: Ridding quiz.

irressiverds
ACROSS
1 Seizes
unscrupulously
6 Water lay
11 Slot-machine
fruits
13 Goiter
— Ochoa
14 Midwestern St
15 Good buddy
16 Back when
17 Safety-testing
tag.
18 Bit of paint
20 Cuddly pet
22 Dangerous
Curve

FIFIE.1.....E.)0.0

)
PEANIU -F-Sr ,
MARCIE, wor BOOK
DID OUR TEACHER
ASK US TO READ
BY TOMORROW?

23 Coup 6 —
25 Neon
or nitrogen
26 Length x width
27 Tennyson
heroine
29 Chaired
31 Aunt. in Madrid
33 Any woman
34 Tidily
37 Chord alcove

40 Satellite
41 London lay
43 Winery casks
45 Son of Val and
Meta
46 Delicious
48 Utmost degree
49 Doubtful
1M8Warr

50 Media mogul
— Turner
51 Common
nontraction
53 Egyptian god
54 Butterflies-tobe
56 Mo:sey handler
58 Spring men
59 Hit the hay
DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Dance move
Sympathize
Kind of radio
Strut along
Crackle
Sluggish
Galleon cargo

Answer to Previous Puzzle
DORE
ELIZI I 13

M

u c 111 011E1 Yi
H
HMO
M. MIMEO
11:111 010110_1ANO
LiniN0
0 CIO
lei
OW MOM
griota11013
137111
main DEMO
NW CI MEI NOM
FICCIEI MUM 01100
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8 "Tao — Ching"
9 Just bought
10 Tex-Men dip
12 Phony coin
13 Meniory glitches

19 Censor
21 Cry of disdain
22 Bete°, In verse
24 Magnate
26 Skilled person
28 Telegraph signal
30 Cry
of discovery
32 Mention
casually
34 Like always
35 Many millennia
Kippur
36
38 Heat source
39 Salad follower
40 Heavy
hammers
42 Neglect
44 Keen
46 Uh-huh
47 First name in
fashion
50 HBO receivers
52 Pipe fitting
55 Element 44
57 — Havre

I.

